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Abstract  
 
Background: Supplier integration is becoming increasingly important due to the increased 

globalisation in the business world nowadays. Today’s focal firm does not 
operate independently, but as a part of its supply chain which competes with 
other supply chains in the market. The number of the focal SMEs in Europe 
comprises 99% of companies operating throughout the continent. However, 
the vast majority of the existing literature is investigating supplier 
integration from MNEs’ perspectives. 

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to generate a new supplier integration theory 
for SMEs. The study aims to compare how SMEs and MNEs conduct 
supplier integration, spotting the similarities and differences in their 
approaches and finding out the reasons behind these varying approaches. 

Method: We choose a relativist ontology and a constructionist epistemology. Within 
the boundaries of these research assumptions, we follow an inductive 
multiple case study approach with exploratory characteristics. The case 
study consists out of 12 cases, six out of the plant engineering industry and 
six from the mechanical engineering industry. Each industry is represented 
by three SMEs and three MNEs. Our findings are gathered through coded 
and categorised interview transcripts, based on which a critical comparative 
discussion is done. 

Conclusion: Through our study we find size and industry related differences in 
conducting supplier integration. Next to obvious circumstances such as 
limited resources, we identify personal contact, trust creation and industry 
specifics as main drivers for variation in supplier integration approaches. 
Furthermore, we conclude that SMEs fit in particular cases better into the 
reviewed supplier integration literature, since their focus in relationships 
leads to a more sustainable interest into the partner’s economic well-being. 
Finally, our findings show mimetic behaviour in SMEs adopting MNEs’ 
managerial approaches, characterised by classification, evaluation and 
strategizing. 
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1. Introduction 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
This section outlines the discipline of research as well as the field of study and introduces 
the topic of the thesis, discussing its relevance. Finally, the purpose of the study will be 
matched with specified objectives. 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 

1.1 Background 

According to the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (2013), supply 

chain management (SCM) involves the planning, coordination and management of 

logistics, sourcing, transformation and procurement activities. SCM does not only involve 

the activities of the focal firm, but also the integration of all channel partners’ activities. 

In fact, SCM has an integrative role, connecting main functions, processes and resources 

across and within channel members. 

With the advent of globalisation, supply chains have become globe spanning. As a result, 

their complexity and volatility has increased (Johnson, Elliott, & Drake, 2013). Thus, the 

characteristics of competition shifted from firm-to-firm, to supply-chain-to-supply-chain 

competition (Kim, Lee, & Lee, 2017). This fundamental shift in the way of conducting 

business requires companies to integrate with their channel members to grow and survive 

on the market (Guan & Rehme, 2012). 

Supply chain integration (SCI) is the process of aligning internal and external supply 

chain flows through cooperation, collaboration and coordination, in order to generate 

value for the end-customer (Arantes, Leite, Bornia, & Barbetta, 2018). While the focus 

of SCM remains on the three flows of information, finance and material, SCI 

encompasses information and material flows and cannot be restricted to only one flow 

(Prajogo & Olhager, 2012). The four main types of integration are business functions, 

logistics activities, transmission of information and process integration (Guan & Rehme, 

2012). 

Several theories have been developed to explain the benefits derived from internal and 

external integration, including the resource-based view and the knowledge-based view. 

The resource-based view highlights the importance of the integration of intra-firm 

resources, effecting and encouraging external integration, to achieve competitive 
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advantages (Kanyoma, Agobla, & Oloruntoba, 2018). The knowledge-based view 

reinforces companies to manage external and internal knowledge, to gain access to critical 

expertise and strengthen the company’s competitive performance (Chen & Huang, 2009). 

Based on this understanding, companies form multi-organisation encompassing 

networks. Within these, resources are accessible through and drawn from maintained 

relationships, held by an individual organisation. The sum of theses resource granting 

relationships is defined as social capital and is said to grant unique competitive 

advantages (Zhang, Guo, & Zhao, 2017). 

Within the domain of SCI, different concepts of integration have emerged. In our thesis 

we will focus on the integration of suppliers. The integration of suppliers is seen as an 

up-stream SCM approach and involves the coordination, cooperation and collaboration 

between a focal firm and its suppliers (Prajogo & Olhager, 2012). 

Integrating with suppliers involves several challenges. First, integration of external chain 

partners increases the complexity of the supply chain, due to the multitudinous number 

of involved processes, cultures, individuals and boundaries (Khan, Lew, & Sinkovics, 

2015).  Second, the integration of suppliers demands a high investment of resources, 

stemming from regulations, technological requirements, missing qualified knowledge, 

inefficient processes and general barriers (Guan & Rehme, 2012). Third, SCI can be 

hampered by either the fear or the actual threat of opportunistic behaviour. In that case, 

the economic self-interest of partners is assumed to impact the focal firm’s business 

negatively (Jarratt & Ceric, 2015). Fourth, an asymmetry of social and cultural 

background, values, goals and understanding prohibits forms of integration. Finally, a 

partner’s missing willingness or motivation may hinder the successful transmission of 

knowledge, information and technology (Khan et al., 2015). 

1.2 Research Problem 

As presented, companies face numerous issues when integrating with suppliers. A 

difference in size might affect the condition under which integration of suppliers can be 

approached. In contrast to multinational enterprises (MNEs), small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) need to budget with limited resources. Therefore, SMEs create 

different business approaches to achieve their goals (Oelze & Habisch, 2018). While 

SMEs’ basic supply chains look similar to those of MNEs (Hemilä & Vilko, 2015), SMEs 

must work with opportunity limiting trade-offs, shaping the competitive decision making. 
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Under these changed circumstances it becomes necessary to investigate how SMEs 

integrate suppliers into their supply chain in comparison to the approaches of MNEs. 

Further, integration affecting circumstances such as, company size, resource availability 

and industry are to be considered.  

The importance of investigating the ways SMEs practice supplier integration (SI) is not 

only derived from differences in size and resources, but also from the following aspects: 

first, 99% of all companies conducting business within the European Union (EU) are 

classified as SMEs. In numbers, that means 23 million companies are considered as SMEs 

in the EU (European Commission, 2009). 

Seen from the opposite perspective, main academic contributions are based on the lower 

represented business entities. While SI is well researched, the majority of the conducted 

studies focus on MNEs or neglect the perspective of SMEs and their different capabilities. 

Therefore, the different initial points of conducting business cannot only be seen as a 

disadvantage for SMEs but might also contribute to the existing body of literature by 

finding novel ways to effectively and efficiently perform SI. Thought further, using 

SMEs’ potential innovative ways to achieve SI under limited resources can help MNEs 

to enhance their existing SI. Additionally, it can create a new understanding of the other 

perspective on the relationship dyad. Yet, supply chain literature has given less attention 

to SMEs’ perspectives on SI. 

Third, in today’s globalised markets, competition is not to be found between individual 

companies but rather between supply chains (Kim et al., 2017). This means that it is of 

great importance for MNEs to understand their suppliers’ supply chains.  

1.3 Research Purpose 

Next to the above-mentioned challenges and due to research lacking the application of 

SCI practices on SMEs, this study will focus on the approaches of SMEs to apply SCI 

onto their supply chain. In fact, this has an exploratory purpose.We want to find out to 

which degree SMEs can apply MNE based SI theory to their supply chains. Not only to 

serve their customers with the best product, but also to make their supply chain more 

competitive and efficient. 

Furthermore, we seek to find out how the application of SI within an industry differs 

between MNEs and SMEs. A special focus will remain on the trade-offs SMEs make 
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between limited resources and depth of SI. With the investigation we pursue to give SMEs 

overviews about industry specific best practices to integrate with their suppliers even 

though resources are limited. 

We will not only examine the actual adaptation of SI, but also the reasoning why SMEs 

adapt core principles of SI or why other principles are neglected. This is done to 

investigate surrounding factors that influence the creation and maintenance of SI 

relationships. 

Further, we aim to depict industry specific novel ways of integrating suppliers, to benefit 

both SMEs and MNEs. While it will give SMEs examples of how integration barriers can 

be taken in order to apply SI, we attempt to create an in-depth understanding for MNEs 

of how their small-sized suppliers conduct SI in order to serve them in the best possible 

way. 

Finally, we aim to generalise the drawn practical implication to add value to the existing 

literature of SCI and SI by adding SMEs’ perspectives on SI concepts and display novel 

ways of integrating suppliers. 

1.4 Research Question 

In order to come to the above-mentioned findings, this thesis aims at answering the 

following question: How do SMEs integrate suppliers into their supply chain in 

comparison to MNEs, and what conditions affect that integration process? 

1.5 Perspectives 

Even though concentrating on the SME as a focal firm, we examine the research problem 

from a general supply chain perspective. This is done by incorporating the different points 

of view in the relationship dyad and connecting them with the overarching supply chain. 

This multifaceted approach is pursued by gathering empirical data from two different 

industries and different sized companies. 

Furthermore, we will take the resourced-based view and the knowledge-based view to 

gather and analyse the empirical data. The resource-based view argues that sustainable 

competitive advantages can be achieved through the mix of internal and external 

possessed resources (Kanyoma et al., 2018). Whereas, the knowledge-based view outlines 

that sustainable competitive advantages can be generated to the efficient and effective 

management of heterogeneous internal and external knowledge (Chen & Huang, 2009).  
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1.6 Delimitations 

Since this is a master thesis, limited timeframe and resources are the main obstacles for 

conducting this research. Considering that we are aiming at concluding an overarching 

theory which can be generalised for most SMEs, the investigated outcomes may also lack 

applicability if applied to specific industries. Companies participating in this research 

belong to two different industries, with different needs and various standards. 

Further, this thesis investigates SCI while shedding light solely on SCM perspectives, 

ruling out other essential perspectives that might affect SI, such as psychological, 

sociological or cultural factors. Lastly, the investigation is limited to the flows of goods 

and information, leaving out the third flow of the supply chain, the financial flow. 
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2. Definitions 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

In this part we will define the main concepts involved in this research paper and link them 
to the field of study. 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 

2.1 SMEs and MNEs 

According to the European Commission (2009) two main characteristics differentiate 

SMEs from micro companies or MNEs: the total headcount of the staff and either the total 

of the balance sheet or the turnover per annum. If a company has between 10 and 250 

employees and either a balance sheet total between two and 43 million euros, or a turnover 

per annum between two and 50 million euros, it is considered to be a SMEs.  

Companies operating in more than one country are in the following considered to be an 

MNE. MNEs consist of a variety of individual entities located in numerous countries 

(OECD, 2008). 

2.2 Supply Chain Management 

Mentzer et al., (2001, P. 18) define SCM as “The systemic, strategic coordination of the 

traditional business functions and the tactics across these business functions within a 

particular company and across businesses within the supply chain, for the purposes of 

improving the long-term performance of the individual companies and the supply chain 

as a whole.” 

This definition describes the supply chain as a so-called pipeline that transmits all flows 

of the supply chain such as products, services, information and financial flows. Therefore, 

SCM is the strategic coordination of flows that links all value-adding processes along the 

supply chain, from the very first supplier to the end-customer.  (Mentzer et al., 2001; 

Guan & Rehme, 2012). SCM constitutes managing and planning operational actions such 

as sourcing, procurement, production, transformation processes and logistics activities. 

These actions incorporate collaborative and cooperative activities among the supply chain 

partners (Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals, 2013).  
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2.3 Supply Chain Integration 

SCI involves all activities to align external and internal supply chain flows through any 

form of coordination and collaboration within a supply chain, among its chain members 

(Arantes et al., 2018). SCI includes cooperation, partnerships, alliances, mergers and 

other relationship constructs with the goal of satisfying the end-customer and increasing 

the received value at his end of the supply chain (Arantes et al., 2018). 

2.4 Supplier Integration 

In the current business world, SCI is often limited to the relationship between the buyer 

and the supplier (Kanyoma et al., 2018). Integration activities with suppliers follow 

similar patterns as SCI and involve alignment, synchronisation and adaption between the 

dyad of buyer and supplier. SI enables partners to match their business approaches, so 

that the supplier’s capabilities are complementing the buyer’s demand (Bordonaba-Juste 

& Cambra-Fierro, 2009). 

SI can be described as the creation of long-term business relationships, involving the 

introduction of communication interfaces, the simplification of order processes, the 

standardisation of operations and the streamlining of joint work (Arantes et al., 2018; 

Bordonaba-Juste & Cambra-Fierro, 2009). 

2.5 Transaction Cost Economics 

Transaction cost economics (TCE) theory is founded on the attempt to reach cost savings 

while increasing economic efficiency (Williamson, 1987). TCE theory opposes 

negotiating cost of setting up and maintaining contracts in ambiguous and uncertain 

market situation, with the cost of management and production (Ryals & Humphries, 

2010). Therefore, transaction costs are not only ex-ante or ex-post contract costs but also 

expenses related to any activities of exchange between firms (Shahzad, Ali, Takala, Helo, 

& Zaefarian, 2018). Since, TCE applies theory to scrutinise buyer-supplier dyads 

(Wacker, Yang, & Sheu, 2016), main SCM practices adapt TCE considerations to come 

to make-or-buy decisions (Narayanan, Narasimhan, & Schoenherr, 2015). 

2.6 Social Capital 

In a supply chain context, social capital is defined as the financial worth of the supply 

chain a focal firm draws upon. The different inter-firm knots and ties forming this chain 

cannot be created immediately but are rather the product of long-term relationships 
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(Bernardes, 2010; Chakkol, Finne, Raja, & Johnson, 2018; Yim & Leem, 2013). 

Therefore, theory concerning social capital is used within SCM to reveal the potential 

advantages focal firms can obtain through creating and managing supply chain networks 

(Kim et al., 2017). 
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3. Frame of Reference 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter the study’s underlying frame of reference will be introduced. Therefore, 
the relevant body of literature in the subject of investigation will be discussed. 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.1 Organisation of Research 

The following frame of reference content is based on our search on the platform Web of 

Science. Used key words were; supply chain management, SCM, SC, SME AND 

integration, supplier integration, supply chain integration; supply chain management, 

SCM, SC, SME AND transaction cost economics, TCE, social capital. The first article-

selection was based on two criteria. First, that the article in question has an impact factor 

higher than two. Second, that it was published between 2010 and 2019. This was done to 

ensure that the research is up-to-date. We focused on peer-reviewed articles published in 

leading supply chain management journals including amongst others: Journal of supply 

chain management, Supply Chain Management: An International Journal, Journal of 

Operations management, Production Planning & Control, International Journal of 

Production Economics, Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management. 

Afterwards, abstracts of articles were read to evaluate the relevance. For each subchapter 

26 to 30 articles were considered as highly relevant for our topic. Next, we conducted the 

method of snowballing to get access to founding papers and cornerstones of literature. 

After each article was read, key findings, conclusion, methodology, research questions 

and found gaps were entered into a matrix. Based on this information a systematic 

literature review was conducted. 

3.2 Supply Chain Management 

SCM is quite different from the traditional control processes of raw materials or 

production. This difference is threefold: (1) SCM looks at the supply chain as one united 

entity, rather than a fragmented perspective that considers all functional responsibilities 

of the supply chain such as sourcing, production, sales and distribution (Houlihan, 1985). 

(2) Since all supply chain functions have the aim to decrease the overall supply chain 

costs (Awheda, Ab Rahman, Ramli, & Arshad, 2016), suppliers become a crucial part of 

the process because of their impact on costs and market share. Hence, SCM aims for, and 
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depends on making decisions strategically to satisfy all business functions involved. (3) 

SCM views inventories as a balancing mechanism (Houlihan, 1985). 

SCM involves some tasks that are crucial to the survival of the supply chain since it 

improves the final offering provided to the end-customer. These tasks include ensuring 

that supplies flow continuously in order to provide supply chain partners with future 

capacity needed for production, as well as for tackling the complexity of the supply chain 

(Ryals & Humphries, 2010). However, SCM has become increasingly significant since 

manufacturing-related activities, such as procurement and sourcing, are escalating in 

terms of complexity and geography (Kim et al., 2017). 

These complexities and uncertainties have created the need for supply chain partners to 

collaborate in order to be able to maximise production efficiently. Consequently, the 

competition has shifted from a firm-to-firm level to a global supply chain level. 

Nevertheless, this upscaling has yielded some challenges such as shortened life-cycle of 

products, escalated supply and demand uncertainty, as well as rapid development of novel 

technologies (Kim et al., 2017). 

Many companies fail to improve products and decrease costs through maintaining 

business-to-business relationship management since it is very difficult and costly to get 

the full benefit of a relationship (Ryals & Humphries, 2010). Hence, SCM has witnessed 

a growing attention that shifted focus to maintaining strength and growth in the market 

(Johnson et al., 2013). To do so, firms need to follow new business approaches that focus 

on collaborative models of governance such as joint-ventures or alliances (Guan & 

Rehme, 2012). 

3.3 Supply Chain Integration 

When integrating with chain members, four main domains are touched: the integration of 

internal and external business functions and process, the integration of material flows 

facilitated by logistics activities and the exchange of information (Guan & Rehme, 2012). 

Efficiency in the above-mentioned domains is achieved through organisational and chain 

wide structural change. An organisational-fit needs to be reached. This change can only 

be performed when the relationship is characterised by mutual understanding, shared 

goals and aligned decisions (Arantes et al. 2018; Garengo & Panizzolo, 2013). 
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SCI is said to be one of the key aspects of SCM. One reason for this is the advent of 

globalisation and the increased significance of outsourcing. The increasing number of 

value-adding and specialised chain members requires focal firms to focus on integrating 

their supply chain members more efficiently. Further, integration is driven by companies 

seeking to reduce transaction costs, reaching price advantage as well as hedging market 

uncertainty and volatility (Guan & Rehme, 2012).  

The higher the level of integration in a supply chain, the more demanding the coordination 

process between chain members and the more frequent the information exchange. 

Furthermore, SCI lowers the visibility of organisational boundaries (Prajogo & Olhager, 

2012). 

3.4 Supplier Integration 

The benefits of SI are discussed controversially. While SI is said to enhance a firm’s 

performance, enable risk sharing and allow joint decision-making processes (Thoo et al., 

2016), the integration driven communication and knowledge demand between 

organisations is described as increasingly complex and cost driving (Khan et al., 2015; 

Kumar & Kumar Singh, 2017; William, 2006).  In fact, companies performing SI first 

need to overcome internal and external barriers (Cox, 2001). 

Internal barriers include incompatible goals, cultural differences, missing trust, limited 

resources and failing communication (Cox, 2001). The smaller the size, the more reluctant 

the company is to integrate with divergent cultural backgrounds. Culture in that sense is 

not only limited to geographic distance but also to different business approaches (Hanna 

& Jackson, 2015). This aversion is based on the fear that supply chain partners with 

different cultural backgrounds and values are more likely to put their own economic self-

interest first (Jarratt & Ceric, 2015).  

Next, the larger the supply chain, the more effort is needed to integrate all parties 

(William, 2006). It becomes necessary to invest into information and communications 

technologies (ICTs) (Barrat, 2004; Hemilä & Vilko, 2015; Scuotto, Caputo, Villasalero, 

& Del Giudice, 2017). While Scuotto et al. (2017) find positive effects of investing into 

ICTs, Barrat (2004) argues that companies over-rely on ICTs and neglect basic 

requirements of relationships such as trust, risk and benefit sharing, openness and 

honesty, as well as transparency. Nonetheless, Hanna and Jackson (2015) outline that 

ICTs are needed to even out asymmetries in the information structure to ultimately reduce 
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the impact of delivered bad quality on the overall supply chain performance. Even though 

ICTs are needed, understanding of the supplier is said to be the foundation for any 

integrative ambition. 

External barriers for SI can be seen in the overall structure of the industry, in incompatible 

international standards and in different integration limiting regulations (Cox, 2001). 

Awheda et al. (2016) relate to these external and industry given barriers, that the mindset 

of focal firms is only gradually shifting. The importance of a supplier as a partner is 

widely neglected.  

Even though being hampered by internal and external barriers, SI is needed to increase 

proactivity, reduce competition of chain members, increase understanding, hedge risks, 

lower costs and give the supply chain working strategies, values, visions and goals 

(Palomero & Chalmeta, 2014). In fact, the more important a supplier is, or the bigger the 

supplier base is, the more beneficial the outcomes of SI are. Through SI, information 

knots are created to help to streamline the ordering process, simplify the receival of 

products and services, as well as reduce the overall costs (Bordonaba-Juste & Cambra-

Fierro, 2009). 

Since the integration of suppliers creates long-term relationships, synergy effects and 

collective behaviour occur as a result. Which in turn, generates benefits for both the focal 

firm and the supplier (Chen, Themistocleous, & Chiu, 2004; Prajogo & Olhager, 2010). 

Especially shorter transactions and production cycles, lower cost structures and increased 

supply chain performance are said to benefit both, suppliers and buyers (Chen et al., 

2004). 

Finally, only by integrating with suppliers, focal firms can achieve the needed capabilities 

to compete in today’s markets, as nowadays competition is not to be found between single 

companies but between supply chains (Chen et al., 2004; Özdemir, Simonetti, & Jannelli, 

2015).  

3.5 Transaction Cost Economics 

In context of transaction cost economics (TCE), economic efficiency describes 

companies’ attempts to reduce cost related to their relationship transaction in such a way 

that, the generated value is higher than the one of any other relationship alternatives 

(Narayanan et al., 2015). Supplier and buyer transactions can be categorised into three 
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main dimensions (Schneider, Bremen, Schönleben, & Alard, 2013). First, asset 

specificity, which refers to the investment into assets that would have no value outside 

the relationship (Huo, Ye, Zhao, Wei, & Hua, 2018). The second dimension is 

uncertainty. It evaluates the level to which a transaction can be disturbed (Mukherjee, 

Gaur, Gaur, & Schmid, 2013). While the third dimension is frequency. It measures the 

occurrence rate of transaction costs 

Within the theory of TCE, trust plays a superior role. It is said that trust in the partner 

reduces the need for safeguards, ultimately leading to reduced transaction costs 

(Narayanan et al., 2015). Trust is said to give the relationship the needed level of 

adaptation, giving partners the confidence to invest less in monitoring environmental 

changes and other safeguard mechanisms (Mukherjee et al., 2013).  Amongst others, trust, 

as well as honest and open real-time information exchange, are said to reduce potential 

transaction costs after a contract is agreed on (Mukherjee et al., 2013; Shahzad et al., 

2018). 

However, neither side of the dyad will have full information about the market situation 

and the partner before agreeing on a contract. TCE theory describes this status as bounded 

rationality (Wacker et al., 2016). Therefore, creating a gap-free contract is only possible 

under high transaction costs (Narayana et al. 2015). Shahzad et al. (2018) argue that 

incomplete contracts make room for opportunistic behaviour. One way of hedging the 

arising risk of opportunism are structures of governance, facilitating information 

exchange and fostering joint problem settling (Wacker et al., 2016).  Still, Ghoshal and 

Moran (1996) argue that hierarchical governance structure can cause the reverse effect if 

overused. In a buyer-supplier dyad, governance structures focusing on TCE are needed to 

develop mutual beneficial relationships (Shahzad et al., 2018). 

Extreme SI can lead to increased transaction costs, due to resistance to change, increasing 

coordination cost and reduced market pressure (Zhao, Feng, & Wang et al., 2015). 

Nonetheless, if based on trust, the right balance between long-term and short-term 

relationships can increase the chain’s performance and reduce transaction costs 

(Narayana et al., 2015). Also, through goodwill, frequent communication and joint 

problem solving, commitment is created which ultimately leads to transaction cost 

reduction (Shahzad et al., 2018). 
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3.6 Social Capital 

Even though being defined as a resource (Bernardes, 2010), social capital lays within 

shared information, interconnected operations, trust, mutual benefits and risks, as well as 

matching values (Johnson et al., 2013). Since these intangible resources are available 

through unique links between chain members (Zhang et al., 2017), social capital becomes 

a key strategic resource (Chakkol et al., 2018). 

Within the theory of social capital, there are four key principles: the density principle, the 

principle of strength created by weak ties, the importance of structural imbalances, 

together with the linkage between non-economic and economic actions (Granovetter, 

2005). 

The denser the relationship is, between knots and ties, the higher the number of individual 

channels through which interaction can take place (Granovetter, 2005). Companies can 

trigger unique interactions by making use of SCM concepts (Bernardes, 2009). For 

instance, the creation of social capital with suppliers can be facilitated by planning 

purchasing relationships strategically (Zhang et al., 2017). Building contract-based 

relationships with suppliers leads to frequent and constant business transactions, in 

addition to creating proximity (Bernardes, 2009). Proximity fosters inter-organisation 

links, and by that, it creates social capital (Tipu & Fantazy, 2018). Yet, these links can 

become a burden for the buyer. The denser the web of relationships, the higher the threat 

of losing objectivity (Villena, Revilla, & Choi, 2011). 

The principle of strength created by weak ties points out that not only close relationships 

create social capital, but also more distant ones (Granovetter, 2005). By connecting key 

suppliers with more distant and lower tier suppliers (Khan et al., 2015), competitive 

advantages through the unique combination of capabilities and knowledge is granted 

(Zhang et al., 2017). Nonetheless, trade-offs are to be made, since connecting with weak 

ties increases coordination and collaboration cost and boosts complexity (Kim et al., 

2017). 

Additionally, the bridging of imbalances in the network’s structure can allow focal firms 

to gain access to otherwise blocked and beyond network possessed resources 

(Granovetter, 2005). So-called boundary spanners created these bridges. Boundary 

spanners can be organisational constructs, such as joint-ventures or individual actors. 

They facilitate the transfer of information and technology beyond network boundaries 
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(Khan et al., 2015). Nevertheless, overly relying on these network intersections can lead 

to ineffective decisions and unfavourable dependency (Villena et al., 2011). 

Also, social capital is the outcome of economic and non-economic actions (Granovetter, 

2005). It is argued that values generated are the outcomes of phenomena, behaviours and 

activities detached from the initiating economic ambition (Bernardes, 2010). Social 

capital gives focal firms the understanding needed to combine capabilities, knowledge 

and tangible resources of different suppliers (Zhang et al., 2017). Further, the strategic 

combination of suppliers reduces barriers for integration such as: information asymmetry, 

cultural differences and misleading values (Villena et al., 2011).  

Nonetheless, the consequence of social capital theory is not to only create long-term 

relationships. It is rather the mixture between long-term embedded relationships and so-

called arm’s length relationships that lead to sustained compatible advantages 

(Granovetter, 2005). While embeddedness creates trust, understanding and mutuality 

(Bernardes, 2009), arm’s length relationships offer the flexibility needed to adapt to 

changes (Spekman & Carraway, 2006). 
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4. Methodology 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide insights into our method of gathering and 

analysing data. Further, this chapter will highlight the integrity of our research, along 

with the ethical principles we follow throughout the study. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

4.1 Epistemology  

Before we introduce our research and methodological approach, we will outline the 

fundamental research assumption about the used epistemology. According to Saunders, 

Lewis and Thornhill (2012), taking an epistemological stance is directly related to the 

boundaries of the study.  By making epistemological assumptions the researcher indicates 

what criteria of validity and legitimation are applied on knowledge to evaluate whether it 

is acceptable or not. In that way, epistemology deals with the theory of forming 

knowledge. Within the field of social science, two main points of views can be taken to 

scrutinise the world’s characteristics, namely positivism and social constructionism 

(Easterby- Smith et al., 2015). 

Social constructionism is mainly focusing on the language and the understanding that is 

shared within a group. These common expressions within the group create a stabilising 

framework based on which individuals view the world and understand it (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000). From a social constructionist perspective, it is the intragroup interaction 

on a social level that shapes reality (Saunders et al., 2012). According to this, reality is a 

creation depending on people and their perspectives. Hence, researchers are required to 

consider the different perspectives people have on one phenomenon to investigate reality 

building. Therefore, it is necessary to scrutinise how people incorporate their own 

experience into the process of sense-making and share this within a group (Easterby-

Smith et al., 2015). 

In contrast to this, positivism is a more observable point of view, assuming that reality is 

out in the field and discoverable (Saunders et al., 2012). The world as it is, is an external 

factor (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015).  Therefore, positivists strictly believe that reality is 

not entangled in biased human perceptions. Hence, it requires researchers to use objective 
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methods to investigate phenomena in this external world. Knowledge can only be 

important if based on observations on this external reality (Saunders et al., 2012).  Out of 

these reasons, positivists put emphasis on independence of the observer, causality of 

findings and the neutral investigation of a phenomenon (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). 

Even though positivism and social constructionism can be used separately, researchers 

increasingly make use of overlapping approaches. These neither belong specifically to 

the one or the other point of view, but rather are a mixture out of both, increasing the 

researcher’s capability to create a deeper insight into the phenomenon (Easterby-Smith et 

al., 2015). 

4.2 Research Approach 

In the following research we take a relativistic ontology and a constructionist 

epistemology. We adopt the key characteristics of constructionist epistemology 

introduced by Denzin and Lincoln (2000), by aiming for generating new theory about the 

utilisation of SI in SMEs. Thus, we investigate the different perspectives on SI and the 

way SMEs and MNEs use their experience to validate their approaches and make sense 

of the world. Further, Easterby-Smith et al. (2015) highlight that the mix of 

constructionism and relativism should be used for generating a new theory. Amongst 

other things, relativistic ontology assumes that there are numerous different perspectives 

on a phenomenon. 

Constructionist-based research consumes a lot of resources for gathering, analysing and 

generalising rich data (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). The main advantage of a mixture 

between relativism and constructionism is that it allows researchers to investigate new 

and changing phenomena (Flick, 2014). This characteristic is of key importance within 

our study, since literature is neglecting SMEs’ approaches towards SI. 

As the outcome of this study will be the generation of theory, we follow an exploratory 

approach. According to Yin (1984) an exploratory research approach aims for 

investigating a new phenomenon, where the initial aim is to gather as much knowledge 

as possible. Not only that we aim for generating a new theory, we also want to investigate 

the extent to which the MNE dominated SI theory is applicable to SMEs.  

Due to the exploratory characteristics of this study and since we investigate different 

perspectives on SI, the underlying research approach has an inductive nature. Induction 
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was thought to be the best way to generate new discoveries and ideas a long time ago. It 

is used when researchers observe a limited sample in order to extract generalised findings 

that can be applied to the whole population relevant to the research. Further, induction is 

the foundation in most sciences (Saunders et al, 2012; Flick, 2014). Therefore, in this 

thesis we use induction as our aim is to generate a new theory for SMEs. The theory we 

induce is based on the data collected in interviews. We analyse data to detect patterns that 

are replicated from different participants. These patterns are shaped as categories and 

properties. In doing so, we compare the similarities and differences among participants 

(Myers, 2013). 

As Saunders et al. (2012) mention, an inductive approach is appropriate when a new topic 

with lacking existing literature is to be investigated. Induction follows the context of an 

event, that means that data comes first in an inductive approach. Based on the gathered 

data theory is created. Because of this contextual data foundation, Saunders et al. (2012) 

recommend making use of smaller samples. Through induction, the collected date is used 

to create a rule or structure that is evident in the empirical data (Flick, 2014). This matches 

our objectives: because literature is neglecting the SMEs’ perspectives on SI, we opt to 

first gather rich data based on which theory can be created. 

4.3 Methodological Approach 

There are two main methodological concepts, qualitative and quantitative ones. While 

qualitative approaches are used to investigate the presence or absence of a phenomenon, 

quantitative approaches measure the level to which a phenomenon under research is 

present (Kirk, Miller, & Miller 1986). 

In our research we follow a qualitative approach. According to Flick (2014), qualitative 

approaches aim for three goals. First, the detailed description of a circumstance or a 

phenomenon. Second, framing the conditions of the phenomenon. Third, the abstraction 

of the former theory. We find that these three goals fit to our research question and support 

our research purpose. Since we aim to investigate how SMEs integrate their suppliers, we 

are required to describe the circumstances of SI. Further, we do not only focus on 

comparing SMEs’ approaches to the ones of MNEs, but also on investigating the 

conditions that affect the integration process. Moreover, we intend to abstract theory from 

the gathered evidence. 
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Also, our research philosophy relates to the chosen methodological approach. According 

to Easterby-Smith et al. (2015), constructionist epistemologies mainly imply the 

collection of qualitative data. By scrutinising qualitative data, conclusions about explicit 

and implicit patters and perspectives of sense-making can be drawn (Flick, 2014). Hence, 

choosing a qualitative methodology is not only within the borders of a constructionist 

epistemology, but also consistent with the relativist requirements of considering 

numerous perspectives.  

4.4 Research Strategy 

Figure 1 Followed Research Strategy 

 
 

The above presented figure represents our logical approach. We posit our study within a 

relativist ontology and a constructionist epistemology. Based on these research 

assumptions we follow a case study approach which is multiple, exploratory and follows 

an inductive way of generating theory. 

Cases are selected based on a purposeful sampling strategy, combining criterion sampling 

and snowball sampling. The case study consists of 12 cases. Each case is the result of an 
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individual face-to-face or phone interview with a company active either in the plant 

engineering industry (PEI), or the mechanical engineering industry (MEI). In total, both 

industries are represented by three SME cases and three MNE cases. 

Held interviews are recorded and transcribed. Based on the transcripts a three-step 

encompassing coding scheme is applied. A basic coding is done, based on which 

properties are allocated and categories created. With support of the created code, findings 

are outlined, and a critical comparative discussion is done. 

4.4.1 Case Study 

For a constructionist study with relativism ontology, Easterby-Smith et al. (2015) suggest 

the design of case studies or surveys. A case study approach generates in-depth insights 

into environmental traits of a phenomenon, by observing the phenomenon in single or 

multiple cases and in specific settings. Hence, it can be used to generate a new theory 

(Marschan-Piekkari & Welch, 2011). 

The characteristics of a case study can directly be related to our research purpose. As we 

aim to find out how SMEs apply MNE-based theory, and since current literature neglects 

the perspective of SMEs, it becomes necessary to create in-depth knowledge about SMEs’ 

SI approaches. Furthermore, we aim to compare SI in different settings. Considering the 

different initial starting points of MNEs and SMEs for integrating with their suppliers, a 

case study gives us the needed structure to compare the same phenomenon in different 

settings.  

Additionally, a case study is said to provide researchers with a flexible approach to collect 

and analyse data (Kumar, 2019). Also, a case study aiming for generating theory gives 

our research a framing and logical structure. According to Eisenhardt (1989), there are 

three stages a case study should go through: data collection, analysis of data relationships 

with overarching constructs, and comparison between the created construct and existing 

body of literature. 

These suggested three steps directly relate to our outlined purpose. First, we collect 

information about the different approaches. Second, we investigate the surrounding 

factors that influence the creation and maintenance of SI relationships. Third, we draw a 

cross-company size as well as a cross-industry comparison and relate it to the existing 

body of literature. 
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Since our purpose is not to focus on one example, but to create an industry overview, we 

decide to conduct a multiple case study. Following a multiple case study approach allows 

the researcher to replicate findings and analyse differing characteristics between and 

within individual cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Also, multiple case studies have the 

advantage that they can go into further detail, since a larger but limited number of cases 

is looked at (Kumar, 2019). In a multiple case study individual cases are chosen that might 

create an advanced understanding on the subject under research (Denzin & Lincoln, 

2000). Considering that our topic is neglected by previous research, we shape our case 

study in an exploratory way. This allows us to explore situations that lack clear outcomes 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008). 

By deciding to use an exploratory multiple case study, we align our research purpose and 

philosophy. While the multiple case study allows us to pay attention to the different 

existing perspectives on SI, it gives us the flexibility needed to apply a cross-industry and 

size comparison and relate it to overarching constructs. Hence, it will ultimately lead to 

theory generation. Multiple case studies are said to provide a solid basis for building 

theory (Yin, 1984). This is due to outlining, repeating and contradicting explanations 

(Marschan-Piekkari & Welch, 2011). 

However, there are also disadvantages of applying an exploratory multiple case study. 

First, the case study approach is open which makes it time consuming and complex 

(Baxter & Jack, 2008). Second, a case study looks at a limited number of examples, 

therefor generalisation of outcomes is challenging. A case study might only be able to 

come to generalised findings bound to entities which are similar to the cases under study. 

Therefore, it can be used to investigate a new area, but the outcomes will always be related 

to the cases’ characteristics (Kumar, 2019). 

A case study is initiated by building and identifying cases. By selecting cases, the 

researcher makes a decision about the environment and the variables that effect the 

research and the variation of the outcomes (Eisenhardt, 1989). A case has its own working 

structures. Therefore, each case is first investigated individually and not directly related 

to others (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).  

After cases are identified, data is collected. In qualitative studies, the most commonly 

used form of data collection are interviews. With the ongoing collection of interviews, 

new questions can be involved to consequently gather new insights (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
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Once the data is collected, Eisenhardt (1989) suggests a cross-case analysis. This is not 

only done to evaluate the relationship between empirical findings and overarching 

constructs, but also to increase the reliability and accuracy of the finally created theory. 

By looking at the phenomenon from different perspectives, the researchers leave their 

initial thoughts behind and challenge the discovered outcomes. 

Finally, comparing the empirical results with the existing literature supports the creation 

of theory and ultimately leads to understanding the findings in better ways (Baxter & 

Jack, 2008). 

4.4.2 Data Access 

The identification of cases can also be referred to as sampling, which is done in different 

ways such as random and purposeful sampling. Rather than using random sampling, as 

often done in quantitative studies, qualitative studies should make use of purposeful or 

theoretical sampling, since the aim of the research is not to represent a population but to 

depict the concept under research (Maylor, Blackmon, & Huemann, 2016). 

Purposeful sampling has different variations such as snowball, convenience and criterion 

sampling (Flick, 2014). Within qualitative research, purposeful sampling is used to get 

access to significant cases while spending an efficient amount of resources (Palinkas et 

al., 2015). Samples are incorporated according to the criteria derived from the research 

purpose (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). Rather than investigating what a group thinks, this 

sampling strategy looks at different perspectives or views on a phenomenon (Maylor et 

al., 2016). 

In our study, we decide for a mix of criterion sampling and snowball sampling. We choose 

this approach because of different reasons. First, it follows the research purpose. Second, 

we aim to investigate SMEs and MNEs, that have certain organisational characteristic.  

Also, we want to create comparability between the different cases. Therefore, we choose 

two industries as a second pair of criteria, namely the MEI and the PEI. This is done 

because both industries are similar in their characteristics, but still varying in their 

perspectives. Further, both industries are more complex manufacturing industries, 

producing multi component products, drawing upon various suppliers. Also, these 

industries deviate from most examples found in the body of literature. SCI literature is 

often limited to examples from the automotive industry. Thus, it is important to have 
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insights from other industries. Finally, both industries are well represented in both 

Sweden and Germany, which gives us the ability to have the first contact with participants 

in the local language. 

Our sampling approach is supported by using the database Amadeus, where the user can 

add different criteria to get data about individual companies fitting into the specified 

search. As a first location criterion we looked for Swedish companies. Further, we looked 

for manufactures of fabricated metal products, machinery, equipment and motors. 

Additionally, we set a range for the workforce of minimum ten and maximum 250 

employees. Also, the turnover of two to 50 million euros was entered. With these criteria 

mix, Amadeus listed 302 potential companies. 

Yet, we experienced a low participation rate. Therefore, an additional sampling strategy 

was needed. Next, we used snowball sampling, which added German companies to our 

scope. Since the Amadeus criteria were targeting SMEs, contact to most MNEs was 

created through snowball sampling. Our snowball approach followed two steps: the 

utilisation of willed interview participants and the contacts details of two guest lecturers. 

First, after each interview we asked participants for their willingness to refer us to their 

own contacts in companies in the same industry. Since, we wanted to avoid damaging the 

trust relationship and keep confidentiality, we did not request contact details, but rather 

asked participants whether they could share our mailed information with their contacts. 

This led to our second MNE interview in the MEI, as well as to four SME contacts in the 

PEI that resulted in one interview. 

Nonetheless, access to companies from the PEI remained a challenge. Therefore, we 

contacted two individuals that gave guest lectures during the first year of our master 

studies. Since both are responsible for distribution and logistics, they were not directly 

able to help us. However, they forwarded our emails to the responsible individuals, 

resulting in the first two interviews with MNEs from the PEI. During the pre-interview 

conservation of the second MNE from the PEI, the interviewee mentioned a German 

based company with which numerous projects were done. We asked about his willingness 

to introduce us to the mentioned company, and he shared the contact details with us at the 

beginning of the actual interview. We contacted the concerned individual and were able 

to schedule an interview within the next week. 
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The initial contact with all companies was established via email. In two different rollouts, 

we contacted the 302 companies. The email was written in both Swedish and English, 

aiming to minimize the language barrier. While the email covered a short description of 

us and our research project, we attached a PDF file to further inform the potential 

participants. It was of great importance to communicate openness and trustworthiness. 

We did that to create an environment where participants can openly talk without fearing 

later consequences. Further we wanted to present the intention of our work and the 

utilisation of gathered data. Therefore, we introduced ourselves, the project, the potential 

benefits for the participants, the structure of the interview and how anonymity and secrecy 

would be ensured. 

First, we decided to contact potential participants by email, to avoid overwhelming them, 

and to provide them with detailed information about the project. For SMEs, we decided 

to contact CEOs, production managers and purchasing managers, due to our assumption 

that within SMEs these three positions have in-depth knowledge about all subprocesses 

and are highly involved in the decision-making process of supplier selection. 

Furthermore, our Amadeus search brought up that a considerable number of SMEs are 

managed by the owners. In such cases we evaluated that contacting the owner would 

provide us with access to the most useful information. 

Since MNEs have more complex hierarchical structures and are more professionalised, 

contacting CEOs and owners was a challenge. Consequently, we contacted supply chain 

managers and heads of purchase departments. These professions make management 

decisions and are closer to the actual SI practice, while CEOs might be from an 

organisational perspective too remote to share any relevant in-depth knowledge. 

One week after the emails were sent, we started calling the companies. During the calls 

we mentioned the same aspects as in our emails and tried to incorporate questions asked 

by other contact persons, to further increase the participants’ knowledge about the project 

and the interview. Additionally, we asked our way through the lines of communication to 

reach out to the targeted professionals. After we established personal contact with a 

potential interview partner, we either had pre-interview conversations to set the stage or 

emailed additional information. 

We conducted 18 interviews in total. Six interviews were excluded since they either were 

test interviews to create the question guide, or because the companies fall into none of the 
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two industries investigated in this thesis. Therefore, our unit of analysis consists of 12 

interviews. While analysing, we look in-depth at two industries, namely the MEI and the 

PEI. Our aim is to conduct a cross-industry and within-industry analysis. In other words, 

in each of the two industries, we compare three SMEs to three MNEs. When the within-

industry comparison is done, we compare the patterns resulting from each industry with 

one another. 

4.4.3 Data Collection 

Since we conduct an exploratory multiple case study, first-hand in-depth information is 

of key importance. Additionally, our constructionist epistemology and relativist ontology 

guide us to retrieve information about different perspectives on the same phenomenon. 

We decided that the utilisation of secondary data alone would not grant us the needed in-

depth knowledge on different perspectives. Likewise, we assumed that secondary data 

could threaten the validity and reliability of our study (Kumar, 2019). 

We therefore decided to make use of semi-structured interviews. First, semi-structured 

interviews are suitable for exploratory research, since they allow the researcher to 

understand the opinions that drive the participant to behave in a certain way (Saunders et 

al., 2012). Second, semi-structured interviews are based on a topic or question guide 

which facilitates gathering rich data through flexible reaction based on the participants 

interaction (Easterby-Smith, 2015). Third, semi-structured interviews can make use of 

different interview techniques such as probing, which helps to create further 

understanding for an opinion or behaviour (Saunders et al., 2012). 

However, we are aware that conducting semi-structured interviews can cause forms of 

bias and may create a room for interpretation (Myers, 2013). The less structured the 

questions are, the more likely it is that the interviewer imposes opinions unintentionally 

when asking question. Besides that, unstructured questions can easily be misunderstood. 

As a result, a participant might either answer incorrectly or withhold information 

(Saunders et al., 2012).  

In order to deal with these disadvantages, we followed the approach of Easterby-Smith et 

al. (2015), using the interview technique of probing. Probing comes in different 

variations. It can come in the shape of repetition. Also, probing can involve asking for the 

meaning or the reason. Additionally, we made use of closed questions to set the stage for 

the interview and open questions to gather in-depth knowledge (Saunders et al., 2012). 
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Once a participant agreed to an interview, we either had a preparatory phone call, or 

emailed the interviewee all needed information such as length of the interview, topics and 

structure. Additionally, we signed a consent form with each participant, guaranteeing 

anonymity, possibility of withdrawing participation, usage of sensitive data, availability 

and access after the interview.  

Interviews were either conducted face-to-face, through phone or by video conference. All 

participants agreed on recording the interview. Interviews conducted in English were 

attended by both researchers. While one took the role of the interviewer, the other 

remained in the background to transcribe the interview. Due to language barriers, Swedish 

and German interviews were conducted by only on researcher. After all interviews a 

debriefing took place, during which first impressions were collected, and a revision of the 

interview questions was discussed. The total length of interviews varied between 45 and 

90 minutes. In total, 18 interviews were conducted, out of which 6 were used for testing 

the semi-structured questions and getting a first overview about key issues and aspects of 

SI. 

Table 1 SME Interview Overview 
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Table 2 MNE Interview Overview 

 

4.5 Data Analysis 

We choose to analyse data through a qualitative approach since it categorises and 

examines verbal and illustrative data based on which conclusions can be drawn. These 

conclusions comprise explicit and implicit patterns and perspectives of sense-making. 

The sense-making looked at is based on inner experiences rather than facts or on social 

constructs of sense-making (Flick, 2014). The analysis of qualitative data is also useful 

to investigate practical problems in patterns, procedures and approaches in the 

comparison between SMEs and MNEs. 

Therefore, the finalised output of qualitative data analysis is the answer for our research 

question which aims to present generalised outcomes based on the comparison of cases 

(Flick, 2014). Since our thesis takes a relativistic ontology and a constructionist 

epistemology, the analysis focuses on each case individually before elevating findings 

from all analysed cases (Baxter & Jack, 2008). 

However, our qualitative data analysis is led by a set of goals: (1) we describe 

circumstances and phenomena in detail. In doing so, we investigate single or groups of 

incidents. This enables us to encompass a comparison based on which similarities and 

discrepancies are discovered. (2) Once the phenomenon is investigated, we analyse the 

source and the framing conditions. With those, we are able to explain the discrepancies 
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between the cases. (3) The last goal of our qualitative data analysis is considering both, 

the description and reasoning of the phenomenon, from which we abstract theory (Flick, 

2014). 

After the empirical data is gathered, we start looking for patterns and structures. First, we 

analyse cases individually. Once this is done, an overarching cross-case analysis follows 

(Maylor, Blackmon, & Huemann, 2016; Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). In a cross-case 

analysis similarities and differences between a number of cases are investigated. This is 

especially important for our study since we aim to generate a new theory (Maylor et al., 

2016). 

In order to be able to analyse our qualitative data, we use coding, which is a way of 

extracting concepts from interviews (Maylor et al., 2016). It involves the labelling of 

different data strings according to main ideas covered. Further, coding allows us to assign 

main topics to data strings, as well as to summarise the meaning of big chunks of text. 

This in turn helps us to divide piles of data into manageable units (Flick, 2014; Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000; Maylor et al., 2016). While coding, the researcher applies the own 

language to the interviewee's words, which will facilitate our comparison of different 

cases (Maylor et al., 2016). 

We use open coding, which is done step by step. While going through the transcripts of 

the interviews, a code is assigned to each key idea. After the revised coding is finished, 

classification is applied on the basic code. We assign an identification number to each 

interview, so that we can go back in our code (Maylor et al., 2016). 

Further, we note every individual code on an index list. We organise codes with help of 

a category and property table. First, we characterise the basic code by different attributes 

or characteristics that make up the property. Second, we synthesise categories from the 

outlined properties (Maylor et al., 2016). 

4.6 Integrity of Research 

In order to achieve the goal of our thesis and generate a new theory, research findings 

must generate data that was not known before and can be labelled as new in relation to 

the existing theory (Kirk et al., 1986). Therefore, we phrase our research question as 

clearly as possible. Further, we choose a multiple case study approach to make sure that 

the design is suitable for the proposed research question. Next, we use a purposeful 
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sampling strategy that goes well along with the case study. The collection and analysis of 

data is systematic, and should occur correctly (Baxter & Jack, 2008). 

4.6.1 Reliability 

To ensure that our research is reliable from a constructionist point of view, we aim to 

generate reliable outcomes that can be compared to ongoing similar research that use the 

same approaches and tools (Kirk et al., 1986; Easterby-Smith et al., 2015; Kumar, 2019). 

Therefore, we compare our findings to the existing body of literature. Furthermore, the 

research is reliable if it is consistent, and if the outcomes are not varying. Thus, we aim 

to collect the same kind of information in order to guarantee consistency, which in turn 

creates reliability and accuracy as well (Kumar, 2019), which is why we choose to go for 

multiple case study approach, so we can gain in-depth insight into the field. 

4.6.2 Validity 

From a constructionist perspective on validity, the research should question whether the 

number of perspectives included are sufficient to generate theory (Easterby-Smith et al., 

2015). Validity refers to the extent to which the analysis yields the correct answers (Kirk 

et al., 1986). Further, it constitutes the limit to which we gain access to the knowledge 

and experiences of the interviewees. Therefore, we have a protocol of conducting a pre-

talk with the interviewee. This helps us to gain the interviewee’s trust so that they do not 

hide any information due to discomfort or mistrust with the interviewer. As we gain the 

best out of each interview, we generate theory based on valid data. 

Validity also indicates the depth to which we understand the information provided by the 

interviewees. The scope of information in semi-structured interviews employed in this 

thesis can possibly be either widened or biased (Saunders et al., 2012). Therefore, after 

having the interviewee answering each question, we give a short summary of the answer, 

as a way of confirming that we understand the answer correctly. 

4.6.3 Credibility 

Credibility is given through research participants agreeing on the data retrieved and the 

conclusions drawn. Through their participations, interviewees validate the research. 

Therefore, summing up the interviewee’s answer as mentioned earlier is very important. 

Further, participants are the ones who are able to validate the research since they are the 

ones who supplied it with input (Kumar, 2019). 
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Anonymity is not only created to protect participants, but also to create an environment 

in which interviewees can discuss their perspectives and thoughts openly without 

withholding information (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). 

Additionally, we create credibility through our research approach. By conducting a 

multiple case study, we pay attention to different perspectives on the research question, 

rather than focusing on a single point of view. This enables us to outline similarities and 

differences between the cases, which ultimately leads us to a higher level of credibility. 

Evidence for later generalised outcomes is present in multiple cases and not based on 

individual occurrence (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). 

4.6.4 Transferability and Generalisability 

Transferability indicates the limit to which the findings of the study can be generalised to 

other settings different than those of the conducted study (Saunders et al., 2012; Kumar, 

2019). Qualitative studies usually aim more at building theories and/or explaining 

phenomena rather than providing statistical generalisation. However, this does not 

necessarily mean that qualitative studies are less generalisable than quantitative (Saunders 

et al., 2012). Therefore, our aim to extract a generalised theory is imminently based on 

the similarities and differences we detect among our participants. 

Some scholars argue that case studies lack generalisability. Yin (1984) argues that 

generalising is done analytically by comparing the theory of a body of literature with 

gathered evidence. Some researchers are said to incorrectly understand the term 

generalisation as samples being drawn from an extensive amount of cases. Therefore, 

these researchers evaluate sample sizes as too small, as if a case study would withdraw 

information from too few respondents. However, as we aim to extract a generalised 

theory, our findings might be limited to our participants and to the industries we have 

considered in this thesis. 

4.7 Research Ethics 

In this thesis we follow some key ethical principles. First, we communicate the goals of 

this research project as clearly as possible. Second, we state that we are conducting this 

master thesis for academic purposes, and that we have no other interests at stake. Third, 

we keep a transparent and honest communication. Lastly, we avoid any wrong reporting 

or misleading arguments (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). 
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Ethics framing the research must consider the research activities and the decisions that 

are made about using the collected data and drawn outcomes (Flick, 2014). A case study 

examines the personal perspectives of participants on a given event or phenomenon. 

Therefore, the risk of exposure increases and hence, it is necessary to agree on a consent 

form to make sure that participants are appropriately protected. Risks and consequences 

are discussed before the consent form is agreed upon (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Before 

each interview, we inform our participants that they have the opportunity to withdraw 

their participation at any time. The agreement we make with each of our participants is 

based on honest and open information about our study and its objectives as well as 

answering all their questions sufficiently (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Flick, 2014). 

Denzin and Lincoln (2000) identify a set of codes of ethics. First, gathering data under 

deception is not aligned with acceptable moral standards for a research (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 2000). Therefore, we make sure we are as honest and clear as possible. Further, 

we are keen on having pre-talks with our participants in order to gain their trust and avoid 

incomplete answers that can bias our findings. 

Second, confidentiality is the first step of securing the participants privacy. With help of 

confidentiality, personalised data in to-be-published research can be protected. A 

participant should not experience negative side effects due to his/her participation in a 

research study (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). Therefore, we 

communicate that all participants are anonymised and all information we gain through 

interviews are extremely confidential. Especially when they disclose data that might be 

deemed as sensitive, we make sure to seek approval to use the data in our study. 

Lastly, we are keen on delivering an accurate study. Therefore, we secure that data is not 

forged or changed according to the need of the research. The used data should be valid in 

both internal and external application (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). Therefore, we ensure to 

interview certain companies and certain roles within these companies that match the 

criteria of the study. 
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5. Empirical Findings 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The following chapter will outline the findings retrieved form 12 conducted interviews, 

within two different industries. After introducing each industry and mentioning the 

organisation of the chapters, the empirical finding will be presented according to their 

relation to eight overarching categories. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

5.1 Introduction of the Industries 

5.1.1 Plant Engineering Industry 

PEI companies serve their customers with engineering, assembly and industrial services, 

related to extensive plants. Main areas of production are steel processing, forging, power 

generation or chemical treatments. One of the most significant characteristics of the PEI 

is the customisation of projects and the combination of sub-systems and units from 

numerous suppliers (Gepp, Hellmuth, Schäffler, & Vollmar, 2014). 

Projects span over a multi-year time frame involving all process from planning and 

designing, over procurement to installation and financing (Maurer, 2011). Order volumes 

in this industry can reach up to millions of Euros (Gepp et al., 2014). Suppliers are either 

technology providers, engineering contractors or manufacturers of customised 

subsystems fitting into the basic construction of the plant (Maurer, 2011). 

Different than a machine, a plant consists out of a combination of components, 

subsystems and software, working simultaneously together to fulfil complex tasks 

combining procedural and functional elements (Voigt, 2010). 

5.1.2 Mechanical Engineering Industry 

MEI companies design and produce machines and units with single functions, mostly in 

semi-serial or serial production (Voigt, 2010). In general, mechanical engineering touches 

the application of physical principles on the engineering, assembly and maintenance 

proportion of mechanical solutions (Davim, 2014). 

Machines produced have a hierarchical structure with parts and elements fulfilling an 

overarching function.  The same mechanical function can be reached in different ways. 

Therefore, the engineering proportion is influenced by the already existing solutions on 
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the market and the available technology. Hence, the needed engineering effort differs 

with the functions provided. The higher the existence of technology in a certain area, the 

higher the manufacturing proportion in the mechanical engineering business (Murmann, 

1994). 

Functions of machines can be related to functional process, heat transmission, automation 

and kinematics. Modern mechanical engineering further involves robotics, 

nanotechnologies and sustainability. Consequently, machines are produced for any other 

industry (Davim, 2014). 

5.2 Organisation of Findings 

In this thesis we extract a new theory from our collected data, using an inductive 

approach. The order of extracting theory out of data is as follows. First, we highlight 

important quotes. Second, we classify these quotes into general codes. Third, we relate 

properties that led to the introduction of overarching categories. Each category includes 

several properties that are led by the flow of data. The overarching categories are; 

prerequisites of integration, hinders of integration, integration approach, other 

circumstances affecting integration, trust, mutuality, advantages of integration and 

disadvantages of integration. We put trust and mutuality in independent categories 

because they appeared to be important and recurring among all participants. In the 

findings section, we present each category from a SMEs’ and MNEs’ point of view 

(Appendix 1). We classify individual case companies by size and industry in Table 3. 

Table 3 Overview Company Size and Related Industry 

 

5.3 Prerequisites of Integration 

This category outlines the conditions and criteria required by the focal firm before 

integrating with suppliers. We present the findings in two parts. The first section presents 

SMEs’ findings while the second presents MNEs’ findings. We build both sections in the 
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same structure, organising the empirical data into the following subchapters; capabilities 

of suppliers, business match and business conduct. Table 4 creates on overview of 

positive and negative illustrations related to this category. 

Table 4 Coding Results Prerequisites of Integration 

 

5.3.1 SME Findings 

5.3.1.1 Capabilities 

According to Company A and Company D, completion of resources is an important 

prerequisite when integrating, granting access to lacking resources “[…] they had to come 

with their expertise and tell us whether we can realise this project together. In that case 

we had to merge our expertise […]” (Company D). Moreover, SMEs look at the 

capabilities of potential suppliers before selecting “Then sometimes when they come with 

bright suggestions on how we could improve ourselves or improve our quality, it can be 

value-adding. It’s something important for us.” (Company B). 

5.3.1.2 Business Match 

SMEs are concerned about finding a suitable supplier with the best business match, in 

terms of size, strength, orientation or power “We look for companies that are size-

wise similar to us. That are technical driven, so that we understand each other without 

explaining a lot […] If we order from world class supplier, our small 
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demand wouldn’t be interesting for them so we wouldn’t get much attention. And thereby 

a poorer service, or not the service that we need.” (Company A). In the same vein, 

Company I states: “But eventually there should be balance in the relationship. If I’m not 

satisfied, they would lose my orders, and if they’re not satisfied, I’d lose their service.” 

Furthermore, findings show that SMEs require suppliers to match their strategies in terms 

of business and relationships “You have an honest relationship. You have to deliver on 

time, you have to deliver the right quality, and you have to be focused on solving problems 

[…]” (Company E). Also, the stability of the supplier's business is important as it is 

assumed to impact the focal firm’s business “Suppliers can change all the time too. They 

can change owners or staff, so that has a great impact on us as well.” (Company B).  

5.3.1.3 Business Conduct 

Additionally, SMEs presume integration facilitating business conduct such as trust and 

openness “[…] transparency is important, we need transparent suppliers already just to 

fulfil regulation. So, openness and honesty play a major role. But they also need to 

understand us and our business.” (Company C). Further, Company A answered in the 

same direction “If they don’t make a trustworthy impression, then we wouldn’t select 

them.” 

5.3.2 MNE Findings 

5.3.2.1 Capabilities 

Complementing resources is an important prerequisite for MNEs before integrating with 

a business partner “[…] they help us with the development and engineering of the plant. 

We have our own engineering, but it is limited […] that means key suppliers are in the 

loop as soon as we start competing for an order.” (Company K). One reason for the 

significance is that customisation increases the need for accessing supplier’s resources. 

“Also, our products are highly customised, we can’t be experts in everything.” (Company 

G). Moreover, MNEs select suppliers according to the supplier’s ability to adapt to their 

processes “We try to show him that we could be a key customer for them, but that in order 

to obtain our business they need to adapt to our processes and our way of working. This 

is needed to have the connection point earlier talked about.” (Company H). 
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5.3.2.2 Business Match 

Findings show that MNEs prefer to integrate with a supplier of relatively similar size “We 

need to have a similar size, we don’t like to be the small customer. Because if they can 

look down to us, they might just ignore or disappoint us. We as a customer want to be 

taken seriously.” (Company G). Further, not only size matters, but also shared values 

“[…] you have the same values with that company. I have been to a company and I felt 

immediately that they have a racistic way of talking about employees in the factory. And 

that is a really big signal for me to really be careful.” (Company L). MNEs also consider 

a strategic match with the chosen supplier “We have strategic partners and they are not 

always able to take our businesses to the right cost. We have to differentiate our sourcing 

strategy over there […] Take in different stakeholders’ view when you’re doing a supplier 

selection […].” (Company L). Therefore, MNEs create an overall strategy before 

integrating with suppliers “[…] you need to evaluate different risks and what might occur 

[…] You need to think before you move ahead.” (Company F). 

5.3.2.3 Business Conduct 

MNEs evaluate the suppliers’ business conduct, laying emphasis on reliability 

“Reliability is the most relevant criteria for exclusion.” (Company H). Another 

dimension of business conduct is the dyadic understanding between both parties “[...] 

start to cooperate, and then, too late in the process we have realised that we would like 

to industrialise this idea we have been talking about. And then the supplier says, “that 

was not our deal, 90% of this is my thinking!” and then we ended up in a very bad… and 

that kills the innovative spirit from both sides.” (Company L). Nonetheless, MNEs pay 

attention to cultural factors when considering the supplier’s way of conducting business 

“Globally spoken, we often tend to work together with other German firms. […] they can 

communicate with us in their language.” (Company G). 
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5.4 Hinders of Integration 

In this category we highlight the obstacles that impede the focal firm from SI. We divide 

the findings into SME and MNE findings. In both sections results are structured into 

hinders of integration with regards to; integration related investments and business match, 

represented in table 5. 

Table 5 Coding Results Hinders of Integration 

 

5.4.1 SME Findings 

5.4.1.1 Integration Related Investments 

SMEs describe limited resources as a main hinder for integrating with suppliers “[…] we 

are fast growing and often don’t have the time or resources for things that we should 

have.” (Company C). SMEs hesitate to create new SI relationships due to the risk of sunk 

investments. Therefore, SMEs make trade-offs between the number of partners integrated 

with, the potential benefits of the integration and the resources invested “You must 

compromise sometimes. It’s about money and time, and you need to look on how much 

they can produce and how much you can get of them.” (Company B). Furthermore, SMEs 

declare to rather invest resources into relationships with customers and less into 

integrating suppliers “[…] you always have to make your customer a higher priority. We 

rather spend much more money on visiting our customers […]” (Company E). 

Additionally, SMEs outline that transaction costs create barriers to integrate with new 

suppliers “[…] we rather pay the higher purchasing price and invest this money into our 
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business […]” (Company A). Since being limited, resources are spent on their own 

development, even if triggering higher purchase prices. Thereby, switching suppliers is 

evaluated as more resource intense “It’s a trade-off between investment into the 

negotiation, the possible achieved output and the possible reduced spend on the 

products.” (Company A). Also, SMEs waver to integrate with new suppliers as 

opportunistic behaviour is seen as a major threat “I think the most concern […] that they 

don’t stick true to us and start also selling to our competitors.” (Company D). 

5.4.1.2 Business Match 

SMEs describe a variety of other hinders relatable to a missing business match such as 

size aspects and supplier selection. For SMEs, not only the potential supplier’s business 

can be a hinder but also the second-tier suppliers “[…] sometimes they don’t choose the 

right supplier for them and it has an impact on us […]” (Company B). Related to this 

demand for a business match is the size aspect of suppliers “[…] the size of your supplier 

plays an important role.” (Company I). 

5.4.2 MNE Findings 

5.4.2.1 Integration Related Investments 

For MNEs, limited resources are of subordinate importance. MNEs outline that trade-offs 

made are based on time restrictions rather than the availability of other resources such as 

labour or finances “[…] limited resources play a role when we are under time pressure.” 

(Company G). Transaction costs and other monetary aspects are greater hinders when 

MNEs integrate with suppliers. “[…] building up the legal framework takes way more 

time […] we have never worked together […]” (Company H). The creation of forms of 

governance is resource intense, therefore MNEs hesitate to integrate with new suppliers. 

Especially when being focused on low cost, MNEs resist to integrate with suppliers and 

prefer short business interactions “[…] we look for low costs, and in that case, we don’t 

need this fancy developing kinds of relationships.” (Company L). 

5.4.2.2 Business Match 

MNEs mention the importance of the supplier’s business profile, namely technical 

capabilities, quality levels, production capacity, possible production cost reductions and 

certificates. These criteria are looked at when deciding whether a supplier is integrated 

with “The sum out of the already mentioned problems […] the technical capabilities 
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[…]” (Company J). “[…] might be missing certificates. For example, if the supplier is 

assembling the product, they need country specific certificates.” (Company K). 

Additionally, MNEs substitute SI relationships through intra-group or company 

relationships, where an exchange of products and services takes place between 

subsidiaries or between the parent company and its subsidiary. “There are some things 

that only our parent company is an expert in. For those we need their support. And there 

are other things where our parent company asks for our help.” (Company G). The 

importance of an overall business match is intensified by economic market conditions. If 

too competitive, the market situation is mentioned as prohibiting MNEs’ integration 

ambitions “[…] the competitive situation in the market forces us to ongoingly switch 

suppliers. In order to hold our competitive position […]” (Company J). Disadvantages 

of SI can lead MNEs to evaluating SI activities as unjustifiable. 
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5.5 Integration Approach 

Below we present the methods and approaches by which the focal firm integrates with 

suppliers (table 6). Results are grouped into SME and MNE sections, organised in the 

following manner; differentiation, enhancement and maintenance, as well as alignment. 

Table 6 Coding Results Integration Approach 

 

5.5.1 SME Findings 

5.5.1.1 Differentiation 

SMEs treat suppliers depending on their own classification schemes “Very different from 

one to another. Some of them we have close and good contact with, whereas some others 

we don’t need that closeness.” (Company I). While A-suppliers impact SMEs’ business, 

C-suppliers are said to be replaceable “[…] for C-articles, supplies are easy to 

replace. You can get them from a number of other suppliers.” (Company A). Supplier 

evaluation is of a varying importance and done differently. It is done either regularly “We 

also have a protocol/survey which we send to our suppliers in order to know how they do 

solve certain problems, what systems they use and how they manage complaints.” 

(Company B), or ad hoc “[…] when something happens and changes, then we will sit 

down and evaluate.” (Company D). 

Differentiating suppliers leads to varying trade-off approaches. One driver for making 

trade-offs is limited resources, since they influence the risk taken “We don’t get the 

chance to penetrate the extra. Just good enough and move on. This is a typical trade-off 
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we do.” (Company A). However, taking a total cost perspective influences SMEs’ trade-

off approaches “[…] before getting the quality needed, you already lost all the cost 

advantages […]  you not only take the quote but also the costs that it would need to 

develop this supplier.” (Company D). 

5.5.1.2 Enhancement and Maintenance 

SMEs evaluate existing relationships and perform maintenance activities to fight 

contentment and disinterest “If you take it for granted and you don’t work on the 

relationships and don’t care for them. Then you miss out on something.” (Company D). 

In the same direction, Company E states that SI is a give-and-take kind of relationship 

“Even if you need your supplier to prioritise you, you need to show appreciation.” Also, 

SMEs rely on personal contact to reinforce SI “They’re here a lot and we welcome 

them. There’re no restrictions when they’re here.” (Company A). “We try to socialise 

outside the business.” (Company B). 

SMEs use other techniques to maintain SI relationships such as creating competition. 

Competition among suppliers is assumed to lead to better offers “I might say that I have 

a better offer on the table in order to make them give me a better one, but I wouldn’t say 

from where I got that offer.” (Company I). Also, SMEs introduce safeguarding 

procedures to secure SI relationships “But if you have a good and honest relationship you 

can manage.” (Company D). 

5.5.1.3 Alignment 

As part of their integration approach, SMEs align processes in two ways. They either 

adjust to important suppliers “[…] we know that a certain supplier is good at making a 

given product, we would adjust our drawings to their production process and make it suit 

them.” (Company E), or align mutually in case of technology and innovation processes 

“[...] to drives and technological equipment, we interact a lot when it comes to 

technology.” (Company A). 

Moreover, SMEs pursue short-term resource alignment within their SI relationships.  “I 

think that is mainly true where you have issues. Logistical issues or quality issues. Then 

you momentarily align resources, but hopefully not too long.” (Company D). This also 

shows that SMEs’ integration approaches are influenced by their own business 

philosophy. For example, Company I’s business philosophy ensures mutual satisfaction 

with their integrated supplier “[…] there should be balance in the relationship. If I’m not 
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satisfied, they would lose my orders, and if they’re not satisfied, I’d lose their service.” 

Other SMEs invest into their suppliers to achieve future business benefits “We analysed 

their production and helped them.” (Company D). 

5.5.2 MNE Findings 

5.5.2.1 Differentiation 

MNEs classify their suppliers regarding to their importance and deal with them differently 

“[…] C-part suppliers […] Their supplies aren’t that important and exchangeable […] 

However, key components need a lot of attention and control, we have to be on point.” 

(Company K). Thereby, MNEs follow a systematic supplier evaluation approach “We 

have a KPI board measuring different things […] this traditional QDC; quality, cost, 

deliver […]” (Company L). Evaluation is used as a motivation for better performance 

“[…] give him the reasons for this lower ranking and what he needs to do to climb up to 

A.” (Company H). Yet, not only performance is evaluated but also standard compliance 

“An important component of our work is to make sure that all suppliers work aligned to 

our standards. Therefore, we certify them.” (Company G). 

MNEs’ trade-off approaches depend on risk management or increased profits. As a 

measure of risk management, higher costs are accepted to hedge contract penalties “The 

problem is that we face high penalties if we don’t deliver on time. Normally these 

penalties are way more expensive then the difference between cheap and expensive 

supplier.” (Company K). Additionally, MNEs accept higher cost as an investment for 

future benefits “I try to look at the whole business and see that sometimes it’s worth it to 

take a higher cost but sell maybe more […]” (Company L). 

5.5.2.2 Enhancement and Maintenance 

MNEs leverage SI benefits by creating competition among suppliers. Furthermore, MNEs 

boost their attractiveness through consolidating demand, increasing the obtainable 

business. "We try to order in “packages” […] we don’t order 5t of pipes but already 

higher quantities like 50t to 70t […] we get more attractive for the supplier.” (Company 

K). “We only get the cheaper cutting scrap because we guarantee to buy all of his cutting 

scrap.” (Company H). Another way of enhancing the SI benefits is done by connecting 

suppliers with one another. In most cases, the MNE takes the role of an intermediary 
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“Yes, sometimes. We are often the intermediary, but all communication is done through 

us. There is nearly no direct communication between suppliers.” (Company J). 

Maintaining relationships is a central integration approach of MNEs.  Company L 

believes that the focal firm is supposed to take care of their suppliers rather than squeezing 

them “[…] then you can’t always squeeze the cost to the absolute minimum. These low, 

low price levels. They’re not that kind of suppliers.” Furthermore, MNEs expect 

relationships to decline without maintenance “You work together but you stop paying any 

interest. Everything gets routine and eventually you might not be open to look after your 

cost and your price levels.” (Company F). Nevertheless, integrating with a supplier does 

not mean relying on them blindly “We also conduct a final inspection before the product 

is brought to our place.” (Company G). 

According to our findings MNEs differ in their perspectives on personal driven 

integration approaches. Some favour personal relationships “We want to call our 

suppliers partners when we come to a certain kind of relationship.” (Company L), while 

others stick to business-to-business relationships “We are talking here about a business 

to business relationship, we aren’t looking for friends.” (Company J). 

5.5.2.3 Alignment  

MNEs’ process alignment approaches are either a consequence of ERP integration “Since 

we manage that all with help of SAP, we and our supplier had to standardise process.” 

(Company H), or pursued for reaching mutual cost benefits “In order to stream line and 

uniform how we conduct the transport booking. In that case we are aligning our processes 

with their processes.” (Company F). 

The findings indicate that MNEs’ resource alignment approaches consider the supplier as 

the more active partner “[…] supplier just bought a specific machine to get our order. 

That really depends on the order volume we are talking about.” (Company G). In that 

sense, MNEs either demand from their suppliers to align their resources, or neglect the 

alignment completely “No, mostly not […] Demand and supply, that’s how it works.” 

(Company J). 

The depth of SI depends on the MNE’s business philosophy. Company F describes the 

impact of top management on SI: “[…] management encouraged us to benchmark.” 
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While Company H’s philosophy is to put the customer in focus: “how the end-customer 

feels about our product.” 

5.5.2.4 Risk Management 

SI is done by MNEs as a safeguard that hedges market uncertainty. “When you end up in 

situations with limited capacity, strikes or limited other resources. Then the long-term 

partners would always get dealt with first.” (Company F). However, some companies 

believe that contracts are one of many safeguards “[…] contract is the base, but a 

contract can’t always protect you.  For sure we have ordinary procurement contracts. 

But for other contracts they would always find a workaround.” (Company G). 

5.6 Other Circumstances Affecting Integration 

This category is gathering surrounding factors that alter the SI approach. Results are 

shown from SMEs’ and MNEs’ perspectives. While outlining the surrounding factors we 

put emphasis on; communication, personal contact and business profile. The overall 

results are shown in table 7. 

Table 7 Coding Results Other Circumstances Affecting Integration 
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5.6.1 SME Findings 

5.6.1.1 Communication 

Most SMEs mention communication as a key circumstance affecting SI. However, SMEs 

neglect IT-facilitated communication and are mainly concerned with the value of 

information shared. SMEs evaluate investments into IT-supported communication tools 

unjustifiable “We don’t have the financial resources to invest heavily in automation and 

digitisation […]” (Company C). Nevertheless, Company I mentions that investing in IT 

solutions is a milestone in their growth process “[…] we are working on implementing 

such system.”  

SMEs see communication as a required step of integration, enabling SI benefits. 

Nonetheless, SMEs fear exposure. Therefore, they try to withhold sensitive information 

for the sake of their own protection “[…] you have to be careful of what you say, the 

supplier might work with one or more of your competitors and therefore they might 

transmit this information.”(Company B). In order to find a balance between transparency 

and withholding, SMEs seek more personal forms of communication “[…] personal 

relationships and personal interaction is important […]” (Company E). 

Communication is said to be one approach to maintain existing SI relationships. In that 

regard, communication channels are sustained for keeping up the dialog “[…] we have a 

good system that helps us to have a good dialogue with our suppliers.” (Company B). 

SMEs follow an open communication approach to redirect the SI relationship and find 

solutions. “[…] asking whether it’s something we can help them with. That we can figure 

out things […]” (Company A). 

Moreover, the importance of products and services triggers the frequency of 

communication “[…] the more you order from a supplier, the more contact you end up 

having […]” (Company I), as well as the intensity and importance of integration “It 

differs on the supplier, supplying A, B, or C products.” (Company A). Therefore, 

increased end-product customisation leads to increased importance of the supplier, which 

increases the need for SI. “Our products are highly customised; we need our suppliers’ 

products without them the current production as such wouldn’t be possible.” (Company 

C). 
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5.6.1.2 Personal Contact 

SMEs’ integration approaches are based on personal contact. Relationships appear like a 

partnership or friendship “It’s more like having a partner […] More like a family kind of 

relation not like B2B.” (Company A). Some SMEs describe the personal contact between 

counterparts as the facilitator of SI benefits “[…] if you have a good contact it can help 

you to have a competitive advantage.” (Company I). Therefore, SMEs try to preserve or 

protect these personal relationships, since they fear the negative impact of losing the 

achieved SI benefits “[…] people tend to switch jobs more often […] if you have one 

contact person for a year and he’s replaced, then you don’t have a long-term relationship 

with that person […]” (Company E). 

For some SMEs, the importance of personal relationships becomes a business philosophy 

“[…] we have a good supplier base now. We are reluctant to change suppliers […] cost 

advantages […] can’t give me the confidence a good developed supplier relationship 

could give me” (Company D). Nonetheless, other SMEs avoid personal bonding and 

select suppliers according to the capabilities and best offering “We choose where we want 

to buy the material. So, if they don’t have the material, we just switch.” (Company C). 

5.6.1.3 Business Profile 

When talking about other aspects affecting integration, SMEs mention size, power and 

the capabilities of suppliers. SMEs outline that a match in size is required “[…] the size 

of your supplier plays an important role […]” (Company I). However, suppliers can be 

too small so that SI does not make sense “Both should be equal. For us, being the bigger 

company wouldn’t be better […] as soon as the supplier is smaller it is nearly a one-

person business […]” (Company A). Therefore, SMEs try to find a balance when it comes 

to size. 

Proximity and cultural background are the final aspects mentioned by SMEs. Proximity 

is seen by some SMEs as a facilitator of controlling suppliers “[…] when it is locally 

produced, we can keep good control over quality.” (Company E). On the other hand, 

other SMEs see it of a minor importance “If it’s an important supplier to us […] we work 

with them anyways.” (Company A). Proximity allows face-to-face contact, simplifying 

the creation of interpersonal bonds “[…] it’s not as easy as dealing with local suppliers 

because it’s always easier when you meet in person.” (Company B). Therefore, SMEs 
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tend to integrate with local suppliers “[…] you just don’t understand each other. That is 

the reason why we have so many local Swedish supplier.” (Company D). 

5.6.2 MNE Findings 

5.6.2.1 Communication 

Participating MNEs use more advanced forms of IT-supported communication tools such 

as Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) “The most typical form of communication is EDI. 

All the various forms of ERP system can handle EDI.” (Company F). Nonetheless, only 

a few MNEs use Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) connections as a way of SI “We 

use SAP for that. Connection through SAP and exchange of information […] we can 

directly give suppliers task and set deadlines for them.” (Company H). 

MNEs also try to find the balance between communication and risk of exposure 

“Communicated is what is part of the contract […] all the information they need to fulfil 

their part of the business.” (Company F). Still, MNEs describe communication to be open 

and responsive within their SI relationships. One reason for that is to enable joint 

forecasting and managing peaks and seasonality “[…] with good communication output 

peaks can easily be managed.” (Company H). 

Our findings show that the nature of the product and service relates to communication 

and by that affect the integration approach of MNEs. Further, our participants describe 

that the degree of customisation reduces the room for SI “[…] we sell highly customised 

products […] with totally different demand structures.” (Company G). Nonetheless, 

integration approaches differ with the importance of the product or services and depend 

among others on commodity strategies as a driver “[…] products are very different in 

very different markets, prices, and sizes. Each product needs to be dealt with differently.” 

(Company F). 

5.6.2.2 Personal Contact 

With regards to personal characteristics of integration approaches, MNE describe the 

need to elevate the relationship from a personal to a business level “This is a business 

partnership.” (Company F). Still, MNEs struggle with turning these personal influences 

off “[…] we aren’t homo economics that always think rational […] we show ordinary 

human behaviour.” (Company J). 
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5.6.2.3 Business Profile 

Supplier’s size is found to be of a lower importance than capabilities “Could be the 

smaller one for really unique solutions we don’t conduct too often, or they add a lot of 

value to the product.” (Company F). Still, SMEs appear to be easily directed or influenced 

“[…] you can redirect or guide relationships with medium-sized businesses.” (Company 

H). Furthermore, integrating with capable suppliers can lead to competitive advantages 

“We neither have the expertise nor the resources to create those conveyors by ourselves 

[…]” (Company G). Thereby, the supplier’s capabilities affect the MNE’s integration 

approach.  

MNEs evaluate proximity as less important since it can be bridged “Not really, it can 

make it easier but if you have to communicate more often, you have to communicate more 

often.” (Company K). Some MNEs describe that their suppliers are located around them 

“[…] our suppliers are close to us. Most of our supplier are located in a radius of 50 to 

80 km around us.” (Company G), while others underline that they integrate on a global 

scale. Yet, cultural background and language barriers are important “[…] we try to source 

in German speaking countries […] communication is easier and there is less room for 

misunderstanding.” (Company K). 
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5.7 Trust 

The trust category shows how trust is defined by the focal firm according to different 

participants. Our coding results can be retrieved from table 8. In the first section we show 

trust from SME perspective, which constitutes properties such as the creation of trust and 

trust as a facilitator of integration. Whereas MNEs’ findings show that participants only 

gave answers related to the creation of trust.  

Table 8 Coding Results Trust 

 

5.7.1 SME Findings 

5.7.1.1 Creation 

SMEs create trust in different ways. Some see trust as constructed long-term with mutual 

understanding “Like 30 years. There is a lot of trust involved. We know them, they know 

us.” (Company C). Whereas others relate trust to honouring the contract “[…] supplier 

works well to satisfy you then they strengthen this trust. That they keep their promises, 

prices, quality, delivery time […]” (Company I). Also, the findings show that SMEs 

associate trust with reliability. “They need the business and the volumes otherwise they 

would look for someone else.” (Company D). 
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5.7.1.2 Facilitator 

SMEs outline trust as the key facilitator of SI. “You don’t want to be fooled or put in a 

situation where you trust your suppliers and they steal your ideas, or they cannot deliver 

on time which can be catastrophic for us.” (Company E). Yet, most SMEs state a lack of 

belief in contract-based trust “I don’t think the contract is that important for a trustful 

relationship.” (Company I). 

5.7.2 MNE Findings 

5.7.2.1 Creation 

Our participants show long-term commitment to prove trust “[…] we try to make a 

platform for both of us for a long-term commitment, long-term contract […] 1-year 

contracts are not enough to build trust in the relationship.” (Company L). MNEs link 

trust with the supplier’s capabilities and perceive reliability as an indicator of 

trustworthiness “Trust for sure. I think that is directly related to delivery reliability [...] 

can trust the supplier that he will produce and delivery as we agreed on.” (Company K). 

Additionally, MNEs see SI as a result of trust and not vice versa “For sure good 

collaboration is also needed but that is more the result of the trust relationship, but that’s 

actually it.” (Company J). 

When it comes to contract-based trust, MNEs have a variety of opinions. While some see 

the contract in the centre of trust “It is the contract that regulates the relationship” 

(Company F), others are sceptical “And sometimes a contract is not worth the paper it is 

written on.” (Company H). 
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5.8 Mutuality 

Mutuality describes how the focal firm shares benefits and risks within SI relationships. 

This category combines properties such as creation, risk sharing, benefit sharing and 

mutuality as a facilitator of integration. The category is presented in two sections, the first 

considers SMEs’ point of view, whereas the second considers MNEs’ perspectives. 

Findings in both sections are divided into the creation and utilisation of mutuality, as 

displayed in table 9. 

Table 9 Coding Results Mutuality 

 

5.8.1 SME Findings 

5.8.1.1 Creation 

Mutuality is created through various ways. SMEs share benefits and help suppliers to 

improve their performance “[…] we continuously work to improve their performance 

[…] then it’s good for both parties […] and supports our market position.” (Company 

D). Furthermore, SMEs prove their commitment by making trade-offs and finding 

compromises “[…] you know what, you can make one more of it and we keep the same 

price […] or I can say maybe let us increase the prices on some products but we keep the 

prices for other products[...]or […].” (Company E). 
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5.8.1.2 Utilisation 

SMEs see mutuality as a cornerstone of integration “[…] always have to compromise and 

meet halfway, otherwise the relationship won’t work […]” (Company E). They describe 

SI relationships as win-win relationships where both the supplier and the focal firm 

benefit from each other “[…] give and take sort of relationship.” (Company I). 

Furthermore, mutuality increases the supplier’s openness to share information about his 

business approach, facilitating an in-depth understanding of each other “[…] on the other 

side they tell us things about them, where they are going […]” (Company A). 

5.8.2 MNE Findings 

5.8.2.1 Creation 

MNEs create mutuality to leverage integration benefits “[…] many times we have in the 

contract that we reduce the price every year. When they get the volume, they give us 

something back.” (Company L). Further, MNEs mention that mutuality is created over 

the time of the relationship “[…] that is something that is created over time.” (Company 

K). Most MNEs use mutuality to show suppliers their good intentions and reduce the 

supplier’s fear of opportunism “And then there’s a big challenge that suppliers are afraid 

to give us information because they believe that we will take the patent of that idea.” 

(Company L). 

5.8.2.2 Utilisation 

If utilising mutuality, MNEs hand over or absorb bad market conditions through mutual 

SI relationships “Because we can’t handle these bad payment terms alone. Our suppliers 

have to help us absorbing these.” (Company G). Within SI relationships, MNEs utilise 

their position as focal firm to hand over bad conditions “Luckily this problem is handed 

over. Our customer is putting us under pressure, and we hand this pressure over […]” 

(Company J). 
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5.9 Advantages of Integration 

Advantages of integration view the benefits gained by the focal firm because of SI. Like 

previous categories, we present the findings of SMEs and MNEs in two separate sections. 

However, both sections have the same structure where we gather properties related to 

economic viability in one section, while we present those related to facilitation in another. 

The findings are depicted in table 10. 

Table 10 Coding Results Advantages 

 

5.9.1 SME Findings 

5.9.1.1 Economic Viability 

SMEs are convinced that SI creates an understanding for the partner, boosting the 

efficiency of the joint work “They know our end-product. Many of them have been 

here. They understand our way how we create technical drawings.” (Company A). By 

that, suppliers know the focal firm’s process patterns and meet their standards “[…] they 

know how we order, what our standards are and how to handle our instructions.” 

(Company C). Integrating with suppliers is also said to improve performance and create 

closeness, making room for value-adding support “we saw something last time we were 

here, do you want to add XYZ for your future project. And then we start testing things 

together and share the results of this process.” (Company A). 
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Moreover, SMEs evaluate the increased economic viability as a competitive advantage 

related to price, cost and quality. SMEs achieve competitive advantages by gaining access 

to missing resources, granting unique capabilities “[…] by capabilities, I mean delivered 

quality, lead-times and better technical support. I think it depends a little bit on the size 

of the business.” (Company D). However, these advantages can be reached by any 

competitor, therefore SMEs create exclusivity through SI “[..]the supplier relation can 

help making you stronger sometimes, but when other competitors deal with the same 

supplier then you don’t have that much of an advantage […]” (Company I). 

5.9.1.2 Facilitation 

SMEs evaluate SI as a driver of innovation, either through two-directional information 

flows “[…] as a supplier they are getting constant feedback from us and other customers 

of theirs as well, they keep developing all the time in terms of quality.” (Company B), or 

by joint R&D “We created together a joint engineering process.” (Company A).  

Also, SI is said to enable knowledge sharing “[…] courses and lectures that we become. 

We get invitations to events and also education. Either they come here and show us new 

products, or we go there.” (Company C), which can be proactive. By sharing knowledge, 

a common ground is created enabling joint decision making “when they are working with 

us on a project from the beginning, then they are also making decisions with us.” 

(Company B). Finally, SMEs put emphasis on benefits their MNE suppliers can achieve 

by integrating with them “we are their ear to the market. We can tell them what is needed 

and how their products should look like.” (Company C). 

5.9.2 MNE Findings 

5.9.2.1 Economic Viability 

MNEs describe that SI creates understanding “A long-term supplier has experience in 

working with you. Over the time they developed an understand how things need to be 

done.” (Company H). This understanding is needed to increase the end-customer's 

satisfaction “But they know everything they need to serve us and by that the customer in 

the best way.” (Company F).  

The findings from MNEs show an impact of SI on price, costs and quality “With the right 

relationships you don’t have to buy materials for a lot of money on the market […]We 

give our suppliers standards, norms and other parameter they have to include […]This 
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exchange is only possible if being well connected with your supplier.” (Company H). 

Operational costs are reduced by drawing on the supplier’s resources "That would be too 

expensive. You can’t keep up a structure which would always be able to perform well at 

full capacity.” (Company G). Suppliers complement MNEs’ resources, increasing the 

MNEs’ capabilities “We look for suppliers that can provide us with matching engineering 

capacities.” (Company K). By this, MNEs gain access to unique products and services 

“[…] our suppliers sell us products that normally wouldn’t be sold on the market […] 

semi-finished goods that they normally only use for their own production.” (Company 

H). 

SI is also said to trigger synergy effects between the focal firm and the supplier, creating 

competitive advantages “[...] gives a competitive advantage to draw benefits out of our 

suppliers and our own company.” (Company L). Relatable, MNEs see an impact of SI on 

performance, which can lead to core operations depending on their supplier’s 

performance “And also, it is the base for the entire plant. If the structure is not assembled 

at the customer’s location, we can’t start adding all other components and modules.” 

(Company K). One reason for that is experiencing privileges “[…] if you have a long and 

tight relationships you will get in the supplier’s benefitted lane.” (Company F). 

5.9.2.2 Facilitation 

MNEs mention SI’s impact on innovation as key advantage, enabling joint R&D 

processes “We are doing more or less 80% of our R&D activities together in cooperation 

with the suppliers. So, we’re very tight in cooperating with the suppliers.” (Company L). 

Thereby, the SI relationship influences the MNE’s business: “Also new technologies and 

their individual business approach play an important role […] their innovation influences 

us.” (Company F). MNEs outline that they not only gain access to resources, but also that 

SI aids knowledge sharing processes “Especially, if it comes to simplifying the 

construction or when we don’t have the expertise in a certain area. That is a huge benefit 

of a long-term relationship.” (Company K). 

Furthermore, MNEs state that SI enables risk management. The connection can work as 

a buffer absorbing bad market conditions “We have to finance the entire project in 

advance. That means for the selection of suppliers, we evaluate how tolerant the possible 

supplier is to conduct business under these circumstances.” (Company G). Additionally, 

SI makes the focal firm more agile “Working with a long-term partner could solve this 
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problem. If you know each other, you are more flexible […]” (Company K). Also, MNEs 

mention the benefits for suppliers integrating with their MNE customers, leading to 

improved performance and efficiency “And when our suppliers need help with their 

production processes, especially smaller ones, we offer help with value engineering 

support.” (Company L). 

5.10 Disadvantages of Integration 

Disadvantages of integration outline the pitfalls of SI seen from the perspective of the 

focal firm. Disadvantages are described from SMEs’ and MNEs’ perspectives. The SME 

section takes into consideration disadvantages related to dependency and myopia. While 

the MNE section focuses on dependency, myopia and competitive disadvantages. Table 

11 gives an overview of your coding results. 

Table 11 Coding Results Disadvantages of Integration 

 

5.10.1 SME Findings 

5.10.1.1 Dependency 

When integrating with suppliers, SMEs fear dependency and exposure. Integrated 

suppliers can become utterly important so that an end of the relationship harms the focal 

firm “Leaving such a partnership behind would mean a loss of knowledge […]” 

(Company E). The fear of exposure is mostly related to the openness and transparency 
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that is needed to integrate suppliers “Once interests are overlapping it is a threat for us, 

because they know more about our business than a competitor should know.” (Company 

C). Some SMEs describe their integrative supplier relationship even as too close “It’s like 

neighbourhood. They just pop-in. So, they would go into another office and chat with 

engineers […]” (Company A). Also, SMEs fear that supplier dependency leads to 

opportunism “They know that we always would try to keep them as supplier.” (Company 

D). 

5.10.1.2 Myopia 

Moreover, SI is said to lead to myopia, where the focal firm gets reluctant to change “[…] 

maybe you get comfortable with things […]” (Company E). This reluctance is described 

as limiting innovation, reducing performance or disabling other integration benefits “[…] 

new supplier would have a different way of producing or looking at things that could be 

better. So that this a risk […]” (Company I). Also, objection can lead to opportunistic 

behaviour which can trigger higher costs or expose the focal firm “So, they might gamble 

and increase the prices.” (Company D). Therefore, one of the most mentioned 

disadvantages is the personal characteristics of SMEs’ SI approaches. Personal contact is 

outlined as fragile and dependent on the supplier’s individual counterparts. This is 

because personal relationships are less documented or standardised “[…] it works but 

there’s a low level of documentation and that’s a future threat.” (Company A). 

5.10.2 MNE Findings 

5.10.2.1 Dependency 

MNEs evaluate emerging dependency structure as threat, which is sometimes offset by 

acquisitions or purchasing of shares “Therefore we hold within the group some 

participation in other firms.” (Company J). Dependency is also seen as a tool that MNEs 

use to shape the suppliers’ actions. Nonetheless, most MNEs see these kinds of 

dependency relationships as not desirable “In both directions you try to avoid that.” 

(Company H). Increasing dependency is said to threaten the overall performance and 

bring the supplier in a favourable power situation “A supplier can feel too secure and will 

start taking things for granted.” (Company G). 
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5.10.2.2 Myopia 

Next, three of the six MNEs recognise the threat of myopia where close SI relationships 

disable benefits “If you get too used to each other it can happen that you stop asking 

questions.” (Company K). Company F describes this threat as triggering a relationship 

explained by the characteristics of being “[…] a good old couple […]”. To avoid that, 

MNEs try to open up for new supplier relationships when entering new markets “[…] try 

to open up to new suppliers, that is if we start up an entire new product […]” (Company 

K).  

5.10.2.3 Competitive Disadvantages 

Some MNEs negate the SI benefit of price and cost advantage by arguing that only short-

term relationships or unique purchase transactions give the ability to keep their market 

position by reaching competitive price levels. Therefore, these MNEs rather switch their 

suppliers than commit into SI relationships “[…] the competitive situation in the market 

forces us to ongoingly switch suppliers. In order to hold our competitive position, we need 

to achieve competitive market prices.” (Company J). 
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6. Comparative Discussion 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter our empirical findings will be discussed. The comparative discussion 

focuses on within and across-industry approaches and compares MNEs and SMEs. 

Furthermore, outcomes will be generalised and opposed with the reviewed body of 

literature. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

6.1 Within-Industry Approach 

6.1.1 Prerequisites of Integration 

6.1.1.1 Internal Support 

Internal support is mainly mentioned by MNEs in the MEI. MNEs require the support 

and commitment of top management which is demanded from both sides. This means that 

both integrating parties meet on different hierarchical levels, as well as incorporating SI 

into their business philosophy. These findings are in line with the SCI literature. For 

example, Barrat (2004) states in his paper that the support of senior management is 

important for SI to happen. 

On the other hand, internal support was not mentioned as much in the PEI. The findings 

show that it is mainly related to the frequency of contact between the focal firm and the 

supplier. That is due to customisation in the industry, which requires very frequent contact 

with the supplier considering that the focal firm cannot be an expert in all operational 

areas. This is different from standardised processes, where production flows more 

seamlessly. Our findings on internal support are backed by the existing SCI literature. 

Barrat (2004) and William (2006) claim that internal support is required for SI. Further, 

Chen et al. (2004) stress that SI cannot take place without the supplier’s help and 

cooperation. 

6.1.1.2 Relationship Strategy 

In the MEI, MNEs require a match of the SI strategy with the individual commodity 

strategy when planning their supplier relationships. Therefore, the points of view of all 

stakeholders are included when creating the strategy, building scenarios and assessing 

risks. 
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In the PEI, however, strategizing relationships as a prerequisite is only mentioned by 

SMEs who look at it from a holistic point of view, rather than a systematic set of actions. 

Whereas, MNEs tend to build their strategies focusing on single projects rather than on 

partnerships. This in turn makes MNEs less willing to integrate. The reason for this is 

twofold; first, as the industry is highly customised, it becomes more difficult to integrate 

with a certain supplier since different projects need suppliers of different attributes and 

capabilities. Second, each project has different circumstances that yield the need for 

varying strategies. 

These findings support the existing SCI literature. Houlihan (1985) states that SCM 

requires and relies on making decisions strategically, taking all involved stakeholders into 

account. Also, Kanyoma et al., (2018) argue that strategical planning and process 

orientation are required for SCI. 

6.1.1.3 Business Conduct 

In the MEI, our findings show that both SMEs and MNEs require different conditions 

related to business conduct before integrating with suppliers. For SMEs, business conduct 

relates more to trust, transparency and open communication. MNEs look at factors such 

as reliability, understanding and honouring the contract. This in turn implies that SI can 

mainly be done with suppliers whom MNEs already worked and built history with. 

Due to the fact that the PEI in general is project based, business conduct in this industry 

is evaluated through the supplier’s performance. Therefore, SI takes place with focus on 

practical and functional attributes. However, PEI companies are forced sometimes to 

integrate suppliers with whom they have no previous experience. Therefore, PEI 

companies show the tendency for short-term business transactions, since joint history and 

experience are missing. 

In the existing SI literature, trust, transparency and open communication are mentioned 

as integration prerequisites (Barrat, 2004; Arantes et al., 2018). Yet, the consulted 

literature is not specifying SI requirements for SMEs and MNEs. Therefore, our findings 

give novel insight into pre-stages of SI. 

In conclusion, our findings back both, the existing SI and SCI literature. MNEs in the 

MEI seek to give relationships a strategy before elevating them to SI relationships, 

whereas PEI specifics drive especially MNEs to follow single project-based transactions, 
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neglecting SI. Nonetheless, our findings add to the existing SI literature explicit business 

conduct as a requirement. 

6.1.2 Hinders of Integration 

6.1.2.1 Distance 

Within the PEI, distance is a hinder for SI. MNEs describe the creation of clusters as 

limiting the engagement with new suppliers. Even though mentioning that proximity is 

not the most important criterion for choosing suppliers to integrate with, selected 

suppliers are said to be located around the focal firm. The trigger for that can be seen in 

two aspects. First, the place of assembly is often at the customer’s site, therefore focal 

firms are located close to their market. Since transportation costs are high and demand 

changes over the course of the process, proximity between the customer, the focal firm 

and the supplier becomes important. Second, proximity increases the focal firm’s control 

over the project and creates synergy effects. Therefore, existing clusters limit the focal 

firm's openness to SI. Further, too distant suppliers become unattractive to integrate with. 

This adds a new perspective to social capital theory. Geographical proximity is said to 

foster the creation of social capital through constant and repetitive transactions (Tipu & 

Fantazy, 2018). However, our findings show that current SI relationships can also limit 

the extension of existing social capital. 

Additionally, firms that have a tolerant attitude towards proximity state that distance can 

be bridged by good communication. Though, the same companies mention that the closer 

the supplier the better the communication between the parties and the tighter the 

relationship. Social capital literature describes this as the density principle, triggering the 

creation of social capital (Granovetter, 2005). Yet, our findings show a contrary effect for 

MNEs within the PEI, seeking shorter and less frequent transactions. Even if being 

proximal, these relationships miss the foundation for SI. In contrast, SMEs in the PEI 

seek closer proximity to have control over the production, the quality and get faster 

feedback. Similar points of view are described by SMEs from the MEI. 

Due to manufacturing and product characteristics, distance is of varying importance 

within both industries. Product attribute in the PEI lead to social capital limiting clusters, 

adding a novel understanding to social capital literature. In the same way, in the PEI, 
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MNEs’ project approach contradicts the density principle where proximity facilitates the 

creation of social capital (Granovetter, 2005). 

6.1.3 Integration Approach 

6.1.3.1 Classification 

Awheda et al. (2016) outline that firms often lack the ability and knowledge to evaluate 

the suppliers’ performance. Contrasting, our findings show that in both industries SMEs 

and MNEs evaluate suppliers. While MNEs do it more systematically and frequently, 

most SMEs follow an ad hoc approach and evaluate in an incident driven way. Both adapt 

their SI approach depending on the importance of the supplier. However, in the MEI A 

and B-suppliers are integrated with. In the MEI, MNEs use the differentiation between A 

and B-suppliers openly to create competition among suppliers and make them strive to 

achieve a better classification. This contradicts with the existing literature. Palomero and 

Chalmeta (2014) mention that SI reduces competition among chain members, while we 

find that MNEs provoke competition among integrated suppliers. 

Contrasting, within the PEI SI approaches mainly focus on A-suppliers. This can be 

attributed to project approach in this business. A-suppliers provide key components that 

can occur in multiple projects, such as steel structure, while the demand for B and C-

suppliers is highly varying. The need for these supplies is rather infrequent. 

6.1.3.2 Process Alignment 

In the existing literature, Guan and Rehme (2012) state that process alignment is one of 

the elements required for SI. Though, SI literature neglects process alignment in terms of 

customised products. Our findings on SMEs show that process alignment in the MEI 

becomes more difficult with increased customisation. This is due to the raising variation 

in the process structure and the decreasing process frequency. On the other hand, process 

alignment is much easier for MNEs even in the case of customised products. This is due 

to the frequency of processes done in relation to the size of the firm. 

6.1.3.3 Safeguarding 

Safeguards as part of SI approaches become evident when relating data out of the trust 

category with overall integration approach findings. Contracts are used in both industries 

as a safeguard and are part of SI approaches. However, contractual security is more 

dominant in the PEI. Overall, five of the six participants within PEI mention contracts as 
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important, putting emphasis on the contract regulating the relationship. Thereby our 

findings support SI and TCE literature, arguing that contracts function as a regulator and 

safeguard against opportunistic behaviour (Shahzad et al., 2018; Narayanan et al., 2015; 

Wacker et al., 2016). This is especially important due to the degree of customisation and 

the threat of contractual penalties. While MEI companies also face sensitive penalties, 

PEI projects are characterised by higher order volume, where delays of days can result in 

significant financial penalties. Since time has a higher significance, PEI companies are 

willing to invest more into contractual ways of governance. Our findings on 

customisation again could not be matched with the consulted SI literature. 

Contradicting with SI literature, MNEs and SMEs alter their SI approach according to 

supplier evaluation and classification. In the MEI, this classification leads to the creation 

of supplier competition, negating the consulted SI literatures’ findings. Again, PEI 

specifics foster a difference in SI behaviour. In line with TCE and SI literature, PEI 

companies rely more on contract-based safeguarding when integrating suppliers. 

6.1.4 Other Circumstances Affecting Integration 

6.1.4.1 Industry Practices 

Within the PEI, industry practices shape the power relation between supplier and focal 

firm, limiting the room for SI. In their call for tender, customers publish vendor-list, 

indicating accepted part suppliers. Hence, participants describe that power switches from 

the focal firm to the supplier. Furthermore, varying suppliers in different biddings reduce 

the focal firm’s interest to integrate. 

Since, the gathered SI and SCI literature is generalising on integration practices, industry 

specific characteristics are not mentioned. Regardless, our findings imply the end-

customer's influence on integrative behaviour and the focal firm's customer adaptation. 

MEI companies achieve stability and joint forecasting along the supply chain, whereas 

PEI companies describe that over the course of a project, engineering and production 

demands change. Accordingly, companies not only select suppliers by performance and 

capability but also by their ability to adjust to industry specific variation. 

6.1.4.2 Communication 

Communication is mentioned in both industries as important, either as foundation of SI 

or as maintenance approach. While MNEs in the MEI make use of EDI and ERP 
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connections, MNEs in the PEI tend to do it less. Connecting ERP systems requires 

standardised processes at both sides of the dyad. Further, the supplier must either be 

willed to invest into an ERP solution or already have one in place. Since PEI companies 

work less frequently with the same suppliers, ERP connections are evaluated as not 

worthwhile.  

The increased complexity of communication, as well as the related cost aspects are 

subjects of the consulted SI literature, mentioning ICT investments as possible solution 

(Barrat, 2004; Thoo et al., 2016). However, our findings show that investments into ICT 

solutions are not standard in both industries. Once in place, ICT facilitated SI is found to 

be limited by the supplier's capabilities and investments. 

Also, disclosure of information is handled differently. In the PEI, companies tend to 

withhold information as long as contracts with customers are pending. During the bidding 

process, integrated suppliers only get the information needed to support the focal firm. 

This is done due to the threat of suppliers directly offering stand-alone solution to the 

customer. After obtaining the deal, PEI companies communicate with their integrated 

suppliers more openly. A reason for this is seen in the customisation degree of products, 

requiring a detailed information exchange. 

Differences in handling disclosure related to the business stage is not subject of the 

discussed SI literature. Nonetheless, the threat of, and dealing with opportunistic 

behaviour is covered by TCE literature (Jarratt & Ceric, 2015). Contradicting TCE 

literature, our findings show that SI within the PEI does not result in a reduced demand 

for safeguards. 

In general, SMEs in the PEI withhold less information than MNEs, since taking more the 

role of a supplier in the industry than of a plant producer. The higher the degree of 

customisation, the lower the SMEs’ fear of exposure. Consequently, SMEs in the PEI 

communicate more openly and transparently with their suppliers. Contrary to SMEs in 

the PEI, SMEs in the MEI fear exposure, considering that there are numerous SMEs with 

similar capabilities. Therefore, SMEs fear that suppliers working together with 

competitors share sensitive information. Hence, SMEs in the MEI favour personal contact 

and personal relationships, using SI relationships as safeguard preventing exposure.  

MNEs in the MEI describe that communication is used to bridge geographic distances. 

Yet, SMEs in the same industry do not agree with this and favour physical control over 
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price advantages of distant suppliers. This indicates SMEs’ need for face-to-face 

communication, giving the SI relationships more personal characteristics. 

In sum, our findings related to PEI characteristics lead to novel perspectives on SI 

approaches, outlining the customers’ influence on SI ambitions. Similarly, industry 

specific factors affect communication practices. However, our findings do not support SI 

literatures’ implications on increased ICT facilitated SI (Barrat, 2004). Finally, our 

empirical data shows differences in managing exposure, leading MEI SMEs to favour 

personal SI approaches. 

6.1.5 Trust 

In previous research, Ireland and Webb (2007) classify trust creation into three categories; 

contractual based, based on suppliers’ capabilities and based on suppliers’ goodwill. 

Our findings deny that trust creation is solely contract-based. Still, our findings are in line 

with Ireland and Webb (2007), as they show that both SMEs and MNEs believe that trust 

is created through joint and long-term history, where an understanding of one another as 

well as reliability are proven over time. Interestingly, our findings indicate that, in the 

PEI more SMEs than MNEs believe that having trustful relationships with suppliers 

facilitates SI, whereas in the MEI more MNEs than SMEs believe in SI facilitation 

through trustful relationships. 

6.1.6 Advantages of Integration 

In the MEI, SMEs believe that SI creates access to supplier’ innovative solutions. 

Whereas MNEs believe that SI is a way to be innovative together with the supplier. This 

is in line with the findings of Zhang et al. (2017) and Chen et al. (2004), who argue that 

SI yields advantages such as accessing supplier’s resources, capabilities and knowledge. 

Supporting the findings of Palomero and Chalmeta (2014), we evaluate that both SMEs 

and MNEs in the MEI experience price and cost benefits because of SI. Even though, not 

much is shown regarding quality. In the PEI on the other hand, SMEs and MNEs describe 

increased quality as a main advantage of SI. Further, participants in this industry express 

benefits related to price and cost, which is in line with the findings from Palomero and 

Chalmeta (2014). Nevertheless, only MNEs present knowledge sharing as an advantage 

of SI. 
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6.1.7 Disadvantages of Integration 

6.1.7.1 Competition 

Within the PEI, MNEs have fewer intentions to integrate with their suppliers. 

Contradicting with the body of SI literature, this behaviour is explained by the 

competitive market situation or by product characteristics. MNEs assume that short-term 

relationships provide the competitive abilities needed, mainly related to price advantages. 

Another explanation is the degree of customisation of products. The higher the 

customisation and the uniqueness of a plant, the lower the frequency of supplies. In the 

PEI, MNEs describe that suppliers are specialised and therefore not offering different 

products. MNEs in the PEI integrate if the supplier provides engineering services, the 

products delivered are of key importance for numerous projects or if reoccurring projects 

are time consuming. The accessed SI literature highlights that focal firms can only remain 

competitive if integrating with their suppliers (Chen et al., 2004; Özdemir et al., 2015). 

As per our findings this does not apply to MNEs in the PEI. 

6.1.7.2 Dependency 

In both industries companies outline dependency as a disadvantage that can backfire. Yet, 

PEI MNEs tend to utilise dependencies in favourable situations to make the SI 

relationship more competitive. In that case, MNEs push price levels and hand over bad 

market conditions to their suppliers. In contrast, supplier dependency in the MEI leads to 

acquisitions or purchasing of shares. Frequency of transaction, semi / series production 

and joint R&D process increase the supplier’s importance and decrease its 

substitutability.  

These aspects add new perspectives to TCE literature. On the one hand extreme forms of 

SI do not only lead to increased transaction costs (Zhao et al., 2015), but are also used to 

improve the own business situation. On the other hand, highly important SI partnerships 

are secured by acquisition, reducing the threat of high transaction costs. 

Concluding, in the PEI, MNEs evaluate SI relationships as less competitive, leading to 

favouring short-term transactions over SI. This contradicts the consulted SI literature. If 

possible, PEI MNEs tend to exploit dependency structures. In the MEI, MNEs react to 

extreme SI forms with the introduction of governance structures reducing transaction 

costs, which is in accordance with TCE literature. 
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6.2 Across-Industry Approach 

6.2.1 Prerequisites of Integration 

6.2.1.1 Transparency 

Supported by the extant SCI literature, our findings show that SMEs require transparency 

as a prerequisite for SI (Barrat, 2004). SMEs believe that transparency leverages the 

benefits of SI and contributes to other integration cornerstones such as joint decision 

making, joint product development and planning of future projects. Despite its 

importance, SMEs think that transparency must be limited to what serves the benefits of 

the focal firm. According to our findings, SMEs disclosing too much information to 

suppliers would open the door for opportunistic behaviour. Further, it increases the 

chance that the focal firm becomes exposed, especially if the supplier works with 

competitors of the focal firm. 

6.2.1.2 Goal congruence 

SCI literature emphasises the importance of goal congruence when integrating with 

suppliers (Arantes et al. 2018; Garengo & Panizzolo, 2013). Surprisingly, our findings 

contradict with SCI literature and show that our participants prefer more loosened 

approach rather than strictly select a supplier with matching goals. 

To summarise, SMEs trade-off between SI benefit, enabling transparency and business 

threatening exposure. A decent level of transparency guarantees achieving the goals of 

integration without harming the integrity of the focal firm. Nevertheless, goals of buyer 

and supplier are not required to match in order to perform SI. 

6.2.2 Hinders of Integration 

6.2.2.1 Limited Resources 

SMEs in both industries describe that limited resources hinder SI. SMEs mention 

changing suppliers as too resource intense, therefore long-term relationships are created 

that span over years. These are the base for SI. However, already existing SI relationships 

hamper SMEs from integrating with new suppliers. The role of resources limiting 

integration approaches can be found in the consulted SI and TCE literature (Cox, 2001).  

While SMEs favour maintaining problematic relationships, MNEs tend to switch 

suppliers more frequently, limiting the base of SI.  MNEs only evaluate resources as 
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limited if under time pressure. Short-term relationships neither provide the needed joint 

history nor the trust into the individual supplier. Therefore, MNEs make high investments 

into forms of governance like contracts. Consequently, high transaction costs reduce the 

number of SI partnerships MNEs obtain. This behaviour backs the reviewed literature. 

MNEs create forms of governance to secure the benefits of short-term relationships 

(Shahzad et al., 2018). Nonetheless, the hindering effect on SI was not considered before. 

6.2.2.2  Company Size 

A match in size is important for both SMEs and MNEs. SMEs describe that suppliers can 

be too small for them which would make them neglect creating an integrative partnership 

with them. Also, SMEs fear that too big supplier would serve them with lower quality, 

since obtaining the SMEs’ business is not important enough. Likewise, MNEs assume 

that they would benefit less out of SI relationships with bigger suppliers. Thus, MNEs 

rather look for equal or smaller sized partners, mentioning that SI with smaller partners 

can trigger a dependency. Even though describing this as not favourable, MNEs describe 

behaviour where supplier’s dependency is used to influence the smaller partners’ attitude 

or hand over bad market conditions to his part of the dyad. 

This point of view is only partly discovered by the consulted SI literature. Hanna and 

Jackson (2015) define that size as a hinder relates to opportunism feared reluctancy when 

integrating with international suppliers. However, our data indicates that size impacts less 

the fear of opportunistic behaviour but rather relates to the assumption of economic 

discrimination. 

6.2.3 Integration Approach 

When SMEs conduct SI, it often develops step-by-step, starting with short-term business 

transactions that evolve over time into long-term relationships. Thereafter, based on the 

history built together with the supplier, as well as including shared experience and trust, 

SMEs take further steps towards SI. The literature of SI mentions that SI is also done to 

serve the end-customer in the most efficient way (Arantes et al., 2018; Ryals & 

Humphries 2010). Although, this perspective was mentioned in only one of our 

interviews. 
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6.2.3.1 Personal Relationships 

In line with the existing SI literature (Chin, Hamid, Rasli, & Baharun, 2012), SMEs’ 

relationships with suppliers rely more on personal contact. While SMEs evaluate this as 

beneficial, MNEs rely more on structured, professional B2B relationships. Thus, SMEs 

favour personal relationship over professional ones, whereas MNEs lack the chance to 

gain informal benefits, due to keeping the relationship independent from the contact of a 

single person. Nevertheless, the exaggerated personal contact at SMEs creates a risk of 

losing supplier’s reliability, trust and credibility that are put in one person, in case of 

personnel changes at the supplier company. 

6.2.3.2 Supplier Evaluation 

Due to the attractiveness resulting from their size, MNEs are often approached by 

suppliers, which makes them less active in looking for suppliers. This allows them to 

spend more time on actively evaluating and selecting. On the other hand, SMEs spend 

vast resources to find an appropriate supplier base which then needs to be evaluated and 

selected. This supports the findings of Cragg and McNamara (2018) who argue that SMEs 

are often found to have limited choices when selecting suppliers. This is due to their 

limited bargaining power and limited resources. 

MNEs in both industries make use of competitive bidding to get reassurance over the 

compatibility of the held SI relationships. Communication of achievable price levels is 

used to keep the SI relationship efficient. 

6.2.3.3 Process Alignment 

Companies in the PEI only align engineering processes, in which they either adapt to the 

supplier's capabilities or to the degree of division of labour. MEI companies mention 

process alignment in different business and production areas. Yet, SMEs in the MEI 

describe process alignment as something done by both parties. Whereas MNEs demand 

process alignment from their supplier and see it as their duty. Next, MNEs describe 

process alignment as the first step to standardise, enabling IT infrastructure compatibility. 

Further, process alignment facilitates joint forecasting, which creates chain-wide stability. 

These findings build on the paper by Bordonaba-Juste and Cambra-Fierro (2009), who 

found in their research that SI activities involve a dyadic alignment of business 
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approaches and capabilities. Our findings add insights on the different perspectives of 

SMEs and MNEs regarding process alignment with suppliers. 

To sum up, SMEs’ SI approaches are found to be history based and executed step-by-

step. Seeking these characteristics, SMEs favour personal over B2B relationships ones. 

Therefore, SMEs spend more resources to identify the right supplier, while MNEs assume 

more professionalism, spending more time on performance driven evaluation. In all three 

aspects, our findings back the consulted SI literature. 

6.2.4 Other Circumstances Affecting Integration 

6.2.4.1 Customisation 

Customisation seems to influence SMEs’ and MNEs’ integration approaches differently. 

The more customised a product and the more it is made-to-order, the more important key 

suppliers become for SMEs. SMEs describe these key suppliers as adding fundamental 

functions to the end-product. For MNEs customisation has an opposite effect on SI. 

Customisation increases the tendency to make use of short-term relationships. While 

interviewed SMEs produce a limited number of customised products, participating MNEs 

have a wide product range. Hence, integrating with key suppliers for each customised 

product or project is evaluated as uneconomical. 

The current literature neglects the influence of the customisation degree on SI. Yet, our 

data shows that customisation has major impacts on focal firms SI behaviour. 

Furthermore, the discussed SI literature outlines that SI benefits increase with the 

importance and size of the supplier base (Bordonaba-Juste & Cambra-Fierro, 2009). Still, 

interviewed MNEs evaluate that integrating with a broad supplier base is uneconomical. 

6.2.4.2 Proximity 

Geographic or relational proximity is described as an important circumstance affecting 

SI behaviour. Companies arguing that proximity is not important mention that distance 

can be bridged. Our cases show that communication is done through local representatives, 

indicating that companies create consciously or subconsciously proximity through 

distance bridging roles. While, MNEs in the PEI mention taskforce visits and certification 

audits, MNEs in the MEI seem to limit the face-to-face contact. In contrast, SMEs in both 

industries seek face-to-face contact, highlighting the personal foundation of SI 

relationship. 
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6.2.4.3 Communication 

Both SMEs and MNEs believe that communication improves business performance. 

Despite that, SMEs hesitate to digitise or automate communication and prefer traditional 

communication channels. Although the cost perspective of ICT facilitated 

communication is broadly covered (Scuotto et al., 2017), interviewed SMEs highlighted 

the fear that ICT driven SI erases aspired personal characteristics of the SI relationship. 

To conclude, customisation of products has a great impact on the SI relationship, varying 

between SMEs and MNEs. Proximity also can influence the relationship, but it can be 

bridged when the supplier has a local representative. Lastly, when it comes to the way of 

contact, companies in the different industries prefer different approaches. 

Communication improves performance, which explains why the focal firm requires 

transparency when selecting a supplier. 

6.2.5 Trust 

In general, our findings show that MNEs are more willed to support a trustful relationship 

by contracts. Among other ways of utilising contractual governance, this takes place by 

adding clauses making the MNE and the supplier exclusive, prohibiting the supplier from 

delivering to MNE’s competitors.  These findings are in line with the findings of William 

(2006), stating that trust is created based on binding contracts. 

Nonetheless, our findings show that contracts as a safeguard can negatively impact future 

SI. Contracts are said to make company’s approach rigid, so that opening up for new 

relationship becomes harder. 

6.2.6 Mutuality 

6.2.6.1 Consequence of Personal Relationship 

SMEs in both industries describe mutuality as a behaviour suppliers and focal firms aim 

for. Mutuality is more described as a consequence of the personal characteristics of SI. 

Since the relationship is more than a pure B2B transaction, both sides of the dyad see it 

desirable that also their partner achieves benefits. This understanding of mutuality leads 

to the supplier enabled benefits outlined in the SCI literature by Chen et al. (2004).  

In contrast to that, MNEs agree on the importance of mutuality, but also describe it as a 

concept to benefit mostly the focal firm. This can be seen in the context of MNEs 
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expecting their supplier to take over bad market conditions or to adapt to their business 

approach. Further, MNEs explain mutuality as something that suppliers need to deserve 

themselves. This shows a totally different mindset. Suppliers only should benefit from 

the relationship once the MNE reached its benefits. The observed MNE behaviour can be 

related to the reviewed SCI literature. Awheda et al. (2016) describe that focal firms miss 

to recognise suppliers as partners. Our findings highlight that this behaviour is widely 

spread in both industries, influencing MNEs SI approaches. 

6.2.6.2 Pro-active Behaviour 

Both SMEs and MNEs show pro-active behaviour to make the supplier perceive 

mutuality. SMEs prove their SI relationships, finding trade-offs between both partners’ 

goals. Hence, mutuality becomes a self-reinforcing concept. SMEs integrate with 

suppliers and emphasise on mutuality. They perform mutuality increasing or maintaining 

activities, leading to a tighter relationship. The tighter the relationship, the greater the 

focal SME’s interest in the supplier’s well-being. Also, MNEs create mutuality pro-

actively. Regardless, it is done with the intention to reduce the supplier’s fear of 

opportunistic behaviour. This highlights the B2B foundation of MNEs’ SI approaches. 

Both our cases as well as SI literature put emphasis on pro-active behaviour as an integral 

part of SI (Palomero & Chalmeta, 2014). Yet, our findings show that SMEs pro-actively 

direct mutuality so that the overall partnerships benefits, while MNEs’ intention is more 

based on the economic self-interest. 

In sum, mutuality is required by both SMEs and MNEs who tend to be pro-active in 

creating it. However, mutuality is a consequence that is gained by the supplier who must 

prove it by performance that is up to the focal firm's standards. 

6.2.7 Advantages of Integration 

Integrating with SME supplier can allow MNEs to gain unique information about the 

market. SMEs have more personal relations to end-customers, leading to more 

detailed information about market needs.  

Supported by Johnson et al. (2013) as well as Guan and Rehme (2012), we demonstrate 

that MNEs believe in SI as a mechanism of risk-management and hedging market risks 

such as opportunistic behaviour and market uncertainty. Additionally, our findings show 
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that SMEs believe that SI grants competitive advantages and improves performance of 

the focal firm, backing the SI benefits outlined by Chen et al. (2004). 

All participants believe that SI increases understanding of each other’s approaches and 

business processes. This view is supported by the existing literature (Palomero & 

Chalmeta, 2014). 

6.2.8 Disadvantages of Integration 

We mentioned earlier that SMEs prefer personal relationships with suppliers, whereas 

MNEs elevate these to B2B relationships. Nevertheless, once personal contact is 

dissolved, relationships suffer and the efficiency decreases. In some cases, the personal 

relationship is described to get to an extent where a change in the supplier’s staff leads to 

a break in the SI relationship. SMEs create the foundation of their SI relationships through 

personal contacts. In that sense, SI founding concepts such as trust, reliability and honesty 

are characteristics seen in the individual counterpart’s behaviour and not in the company 

itself. In fact, face-to-face contact and relationships to sales representatives seem 

particularly important, shaping the SMEs’ impression of the supplier’s business conduct.  

This observed personalisation is based on the superior role of trust in TCE and SI 

literature (Narayanan et al., 2015). However, the effects on personal driven behaviour of 

SMEs in the context of SI was not mentioned in the reviewed literature. 
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7. Conclusions 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

In the following chapter we will conclude our findings by answering our overarching 

research question. Additionally, we will outline the contributions of our thesis and link 

the limitations of our research to suggestions for future research. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

7.1 Conclusion 

We studied SMEs’ approaches of SI following the research question: How do SMEs 

integrate suppliers into their supply chain in comparison to MNEs, and what conditions 

affect that integration process? Since our research question splits into two directions, we 

will first conclude how SMEs integrate suppliers into their supply chain in comparison to 

MNEs, followed by outlining conditions affecting the integration process. The concluding 

remarks present the findings from our synthesised coding categories, introduced in the 

findings and discussion chapters. 

Before integrating suppliers, SMEs’ first steps are centralised around trust and trust 

creation, evaluated by suppliers’ actions and behaviours. SMEs relate trustworthiness to 

the individual counterpart’s behaviour, while MNEs look for reliability indicated through 

the company’s performance itself. While MNEs create supplier dependent strategies 

before integrating, SMEs demand neither internal nor external managerial support. 

It becomes evident that limited resources are a main hinder for SMEs’ SI approaches. 

Nonetheless, it is proven to not only be a disadvantage. Tending to extreme long-term 

relationships, SMEs possess the needed joint experience and history to elevate a 

relationship to an integrative one. SMEs’ SI approaches are the result of long-term and 

step-by-step integration shaping activities, starting with short-term transactions and 

evolving over time. Still, limited resources hinder SMEs’ integration approaches. SMEs 

have to invest less resources in the evaluation process, limiting the choices and by that 

the benefits of SI. 

While comparing SMEs’ and MNEs’ SI approaches, mimetic behaviour becomes evident, 

i.e. adopting managerial behaviours from other companies without a conscious strategic 

plan (Powell & DiMaggio, 1983). Although not yet a prerequisite for SI, SMEs adapt 

MNEs’ strategizing activities individualising integration ambitions according to 
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importance and evaluation of suppliers. SMEs become more selective in their partner 

selection and aim for increasing their SI approach's professionality. Moreover, SMEs 

adapt MNE evaluation techniques and try to leverage existing SI relationships through 

conducting openly communicated supplier evaluation. Nonetheless, SMEs do not assess 

suppliers’ performance frequently enough, but they follow more ad hoc evaluation 

approaches. 

In some cases, SMEs fit better in the reviewed SI literature than MNEs. One reason for 

that is the personal character of SI relationship. While personal relationships come along 

with numerous disadvantages, they lead to a more sustained interest into the partner’s 

business. Hence, SMEs seem to focus more on the overall supply chain benefits than 

MNEs. This is manifested in SMEs favouring personal characteristics of SI relationships 

over professional ones, enabling SI benefits through informal activities.  

Nevertheless, SMEs’ personal driven SI approaches increase dependency structures and 

limit possibilities. One of the main disadvantages of personal relationships is that once 

personal contact is dissolved, SI relationships are threatened. Furthermore, SMEs need 

face-to-face contacts, facilitating physical control over integrated suppliers. Thereby 

SMEs limit their geographical orientation and by that the choice of SI partners. 

To answer the second part of our research question, we show that SI approaches do not 

only differ by size, but also by industry. Evidently, what is considered a benefit in one 

industry can be a disadvantage in another. This might be due to different strategies, 

industry standards or market characteristics. 

Considering internal conditions affecting integration, we show that the characteristics 

stemming from the nature of a product or service have an impact on SMEs’ integration 

approach. In this thesis, we highlight that the higher the degree of customisation, the 

bigger the variation in the process structure and the less frequent the occurrence. Thereby, 

customisation limits SMEs’ possibilities to integrate with suppliers. Further, the higher 

the degree of customisation, the less SMEs fear exposure, leading to more open and 

transparent communication. Customisation has the opposite effect on SMEs SI 

approaches. The investigated SME cases show that the more customised a product and 

the more it is made-to-order, the greater the SME’s desire to integrate. Lastly, SMEs are 

more vulnerable to exposure. Therefore, SMEs engage in SI. 
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Looking at external conditions affecting integration, we show that SMEs’ integration 

approach relies on proximity as guarantor of control, while MNEs are bridging distance 

but tend to integrate within existing clusters. Furthermore, we find a clear impact of 

industry practices on SI approaches. For example, customers can actively alter the 

division of power, reducing the focal firm's integration intentions. 

7.2 Contribution 

First, our findings contribute to the previous literature by connecting the research fields 

of supply chain management and supplier integration. Furthermore, the vast majority of 

research papers in the existing literature are focused on MNEs, in our thesis we fill in the 

gap and extend the literature with SME perspectives. Second, our findings contribute to 

practitioners by giving managers insights into how to integrate with their suppliers, taking 

into consideration general factors as well as industry or product specific factors. Lastly, 

supply chains are global and consisting of different parts, controlled by companies that 

vary in size. Our thesis creates in-depth understanding for MNEs about how their SME-

suppliers conduct integrative supply chain activities. 

7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 

Through our investigations we found that SMEs’ SI approaches are not fully explained 

by the existing body of literature and vary from main MNE strategies. Nonetheless, the 

inductive and exploratory characteristics of our multiple case study lack in their 

generalisability. Outcomes are mainly valid for the PEI and MEI industry. Therefore, we 

suggest to further investigate the phenomenon within and across different industries.  

Additionally, our constructionist epistemology and relativist ontology led us to the 

generation of new theory, missing out causality. Next, our empirical data is limited to 

evidence of 12 individual cases in two separate industries. We propose that further 

investigations should be based on lager amounts of data gathered through quantitative 

approaches. A positivist study with internal realism ontology could be used to further 

scrutinise the phenomenon and test the applicability of our generated theory. 

Furthermore, our findings show that the differences between SMEs’ and MNEs’ 

approaches are, among other factors, based on social phenomena such as relationship 

build and trust creation. However, our approach mainly focused on the SCM perspectives. 
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Consequently, we advise future researchers to combine SCM perspectives with 

sociological, psychological and cultural aspects. 

7.4 Reflections on the Thesis Experience 

We would like to use the last lines of our thesis to reflect lessons learned through 

investigating the literature, as well as collecting and analysing our empiric data. During 

researching the body of literature, it became evident that SI or SCI in general is of high 

importance. Over the last ten years numerous articles about execution and utilisation of 

SCI were published. Nonetheless, most published articles look at or are based on 

archetype supply chains. They either cover prime examples out of the automotive industry 

or focus on global market players. Even though targeting SMEs in general is still broad, 

we see the purpose and future of SCM literature in digressing from the most generic 

examples and focusing on more marginal groups and phenomena. We are convinced that 

by doing so, the overall SCM understanding and practice can beneficially be changed.  

While collecting the empirical data, discrepancies between practitioners and theorists 

became evident. Whether in preparatory talks, or during the actual interviews, 

practitioners often dispraise theory or underline that their practises have nothing to do 

with contemporary SCM theory. Nevertheless, our results show that most parts of their 

individual approaches can be found in the consulted literature. We draw the lesson that it 

is the balance between theoretical implication and practical execution that effectively 

shape the field of research. Furthermore, some SMEs neglected to practice intensively SI. 

Contradicting their responses and approach descriptions indicated intensified SI practices. 

Through this, we learned that the labels and names people apply shape their understanding 

and actions. Therefore, collecting the different perspectives onto SI proved to be utterly 

important. 
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Appendix 1 Coding Approach 

Figure 2 Prerequisites of Integration - Coding 

 

Figure 3 Hinders of Integration - Coding 
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Figure 4 Integration Approach - Coding 

 

Figure 5 Other Circumstances Affecting Integration - Coding 
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Figure 6 Trust - Coding 

 

Figure 7 Mutuality - Coding 

 

Figure 8 Advantages of Integration - Coding 
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Figure 9 Disadvantages of Integration - Coding 
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Appendix 2 Interview Guide 

Figure 10 Interview Guide 

Interview 
Can you briefly describe your company? 

What can you tell us about you position within in the company? 

How do you think supplier interaction impacts your business?  

Does it help making you stronger in terms of competition?  

Does it grant competitive advantages? 

Do you have close or long-term relationships with your suppliers? 

What are the benefits of long/close relationships?   

Does integrating with suppliers influence the price/ quality of supplies?  

What are the disadvantages of long/close relationships?  

How would you describe your relationship with your suppliers? 

Does the relationship differ with the importance of the supplier? 

Does the relationship differ with the proximity of the supplier? 

Were you finding it difficult to start and maintain the relationship?  

What are the main hinders to integrate with suppliers?  

To which extent do limited resources/capabilities play a role?  

Do you feel obliged to make trade-offs sometimes?  

What is the most important thing you’re concerned of when initiating a supplier 

relationship/cooperation/collaboration?  

When you are initiating the relationship, is trust an important issue for you? 

When you are initiating the relationship, is mutuality an important issue for you? 

When you are initiating the relationship, is information exchange an important issue 

for you? 

When you are initiating the relationship, is openness and honesty an important issue 

for you? 

When you are initiating the relationship, is communication and understanding an 

important issue for you? 

When you are initiating the relationship, is goal congruence an important issue for you? 

How would you characterize the trust relationship? 

Is trust based on contracts? 
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Is trust based on belief in the partners capabilities? 

Is trust based on goodwill? (Activities exceeding contractual agreements)? 

How do you communicate or exchange information with your suppliers?  

Are you using IT solutions?  

What is communicated and what information is kept for yourself?  

How would you describe the activities within this relationship? Can you characterize 

the activities done?  

Do you align your processes to your suppliers?  

Do you make joint-decisions with your suppliers?  

Do you align your resources to those of your suppliers?  

Do you share values with your suppliers?  

How do you involve suppliers in future project?  

How would you describe the division of power in the relationship with your supplier?  

What do you do to increase your bargaining power?  

Do you consolidate supplies / do you pool internal supplies?  

Do you plan relationships with suppliers strategically?  

Do you set out goals that you want to achieve with a relationship? 

Do you determine main benefits that you expect to achieve? 

Are you measuring the efficiency of your joint work? 

Are you keeping track of your partners performance? 

What happens if a suppliers’ is not working as you wish? 

Do you give relationships a price tag e.g. breakeven point? 

Are you connecting your suppliers with you other supply chain partners?  

How do you face changes into your relationship with suppliers? E.g. legal changes, 

industry changes or environmental changes that might affect your joined performance?  
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Figure 11 Consent Form 

 


